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Chairman Sturla, Chairwoman Phillips-Hill and honorable members of the Basic 

Education Funding Commission, my name is Alex Halper, and I am the Vice President of 

Government Affairs for the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry. The PA Chamber is 

the largest, broad-based business advocacy association in Pennsylvania. We represent 

employers of all sizes, crossing all industry sectors throughout the Commonwealth.  

Pennsylvania employers have a significant stake in our Commonwealth’s education 

system.  Today’s students are tomorrow’s business leaders, entrepreneurs, innovators and 

skilled workforce, and a strong, effective education system is critical for our employers and 

economy to thrive. The business community has a significant financial stake in our education 

system as well.   A Council on State Taxation study from December 2022 reported that total property 

taxes (including school and municipal) paid by businesses in Pennsylvania totaled $13.2 billion 

and accounted for 36 percent of the total business tax burden in Pennsylvania1. Additionally, 

taxes paid by businesses account for a relatively significant portion of the overall property tax 

revenue generated in Pennsylvania.  According to the Independent Fiscal Office, rental and 

commercial properties accounted for $6.4 billion, or a nearly 41 percent share, of school district 

property taxes collected statewide in FY2020-212. As major investors in our education system, 

businesses care about our schools and support policies that will help Pennsylvania’s children 

succeed and lead to a vibrant economy. Achieving these lofty goals demands participation of 

and enhanced coordination among stakeholders, including public schools, which must continue 

 
1 2209-4097478_50-state-tax-2022-final-e-file.pdf (cost.org) 
2 http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/SD_Prop_Tax_Update_Aug_2022.pdf  

https://www.cost.org/globalassets/cost/state-tax-resources-pdf-pages/cost-studies-articles-reports/2209-4097478_50-state-tax-2022-final-e-file.pdf
http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/SD_Prop_Tax_Update_Aug_2022.pdf


to review and improve the manner in which students are educated and prepared for the 

workforce, higher education or whatever path they choose.  For these reasons, I thank you for 

the opportunity to testify today on behalf of our business community regarding the state’s 

education system. 

Pennsylvania’s 21st century economy increasingly requires those entering or 

participating in the workforce to obtain specific skills, training and, at a minimum, fundamental 

education, which is most commonly attained through the public school system. The PA Chamber 

supports a robust education system where success is measurable through rigorous standards 

and schools are empowered to hold themselves accountable for outcomes. We urge lawmakers, 

educators, and all stakeholders to develop and implement systemic improvements to 

Pennsylvania’s public education system to increase the quality of education and promote 

greater overall student achievement. 

Historic Investments 

Funding is of course an important part of the discussion.  The Legislature has made 

historic investments in public schools, to the tune of a nearly 60 percent increase in total K-12 

spending, over the last decade in public education. Evaluating per-pupil funding specifically 

from the state, Pennsylvania ranks 21st in the nation, about 10 percent above the national 

average. When you consider all sources of spending, including federal and local, Pennsylvania 

jumps to the 11th highest per pupil spending in the nation or 27 percent above the national 

average3. Additionally, according to the National Education Association, Pennsylvania has the 

 
3 https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2023/public-school-
spending.html#:~:text=Seven%20of%20the%20nine%20states,and%20Maine%20was%20ranked%2013th 



10th highest starting teacher salary in the country and 6th highest top salary for teachers with a 

bachelor’s degree4.  

Unfortunately, these relatively robust investments do not appear to correlate with 

student outcomes when considered in the aggregate.   For example, the National Assessment of 

Educational Progress ranks Pennsylvania’s fourth and eighth graders as roughly average in math 

and reading proficiency; with little progress, and in some cases regression, in the last five years5.  

Additionally, Pennsylvania ranks worse than 29 states in average SAT scores6. We applaud this 

commission for your work carefully analyzing our public school system and encourage you to 

complement deliberations over funding levels with discussions focused on accountability, how 

existing tax dollars are used and, most importantly, student outcomes.  We agree with 

Commonwealth Court Judge Renee Cohn Jubelirer who, in her historic court decision stated, 

“Nothing in the foregoing opinion undermines the ability of the General Assembly to continue 

providing local control to school boards or infringes on any of the sister branches of 

government’s authority. Nor does it require reform to be entirely financial.”7 (emphasis added) 

Standards & Accountability 

An important part of understanding, in real time, student progress and the return on 

taxpayers’ investment is through testing student knowledge.  The age-old ritual of school tests 

has perhaps never been as unpopular as it seems to be today.  Yet school tests – particularly 

 
4 https://www.nea.org/resource-library/educator-pay-and-student-spending-how-does-your-state-
rank/teacher#:~:text=The%20national%20average%20public%20school,592)%20at%20the%20low%20end. 
5 https://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/state/ 
6 https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/sat-scores-by-state 
7 https://www.pacourts.us/news-and-statistics/cases-of-public-interest/587-md-2014---william-penn-school-
district-et-al-v-pa-department-of-education-et-al 



standard assessments that allow comparisons among students in different schools, districts and 

regions – are a necessary tool for tracking growth and ensuring students are obtaining a 

baseline knowledge. The PA Chamber supports standardized assessments, such as the PSSAs 

and Keystone Exams, which should be viewed as a floor for student knowledge attainment and 

one of many tools for measuring outcomes and gaps within our education system. With tax 

dollars limited, assessments also provide the basis for data points for the General Assembly to 

make strategic decisions about state spending.  

In the early days of the pandemic, schools were allowed to cancel state standardized 

tests – a decision that very few seemed to oppose.  In 2021 however, when lawmakers 

contemplated canceling assessments for a second straight year, the PA Chamber and a coalition 

of stakeholders pushed back, citing the impact on students, long-term longitudinal research and 

feedback from parents, including the Data Quality Campaign’s national parent poll, conducted in 

spring 2020, which found that 77 percent of parents agree that states should resume end-of-

year assessments in math and reading8. Ultimately assessments proceeded as planned after 

many concluded that the General Assembly and parents deserve accurate and measurable data 

to interpret the needs of students in the Commonwealth.  

Standardized assessments are also an important component of evaluating teachers to 

help highlight our best educators.  It is important for these reviews to prioritize objective 

measures and avoid over-dependence on in-class observations. While observing the lessons of a 

 
8 https://dataqualitycampaign.org/resource/2020-parent-poll/ 



teacher provides important insight, objective data analysis at the student level eliminates the 

reliance on human bias and should be the predominant weight in rigorous teacher evaluations. 

Objective and effective teacher evaluations become even more important as lawmakers 

consider policies that reward our most effective teachers, such as offering “merit pay.” Merit 

pay refers to any system in which teachers are positively reinforced financially for the success of 

their students. While recognizing and controlling for the multiple variables that may influence 

student outcomes, a merit pay system may further encourage teacher effectiveness by tying 

incentives to student achievement in their classroom.  Studies suggest that the presence of a 

merit pay program is associated with a statistically significant positive effect on student test 

scores, roughly equivalent to three additional weeks of learning9. While not only a benefit for 

students, merit pay systems improve the composition of the workforce by attracting and 

retaining high performing teachers and discouraging lesser performers from entering or staying 

in the profession. 

Career Readiness and Career and Technical Education 

Pennsylvania, along with much of the nation and world, is in the midst of a workforce 

crisis with employer struggling to find individuals to fill open positions.  This crisis is often more 

acute in technical fields and the skilled trades and Pennsylvania’s educators and public 

education system should provide opportunities and encourage students into these fields, or any 

career-oriented disciplines that are in demand or expected to be in demand. The PA Chamber 

 
9 Pham, L. D., Nguyen, T. D., & Springer, M. G. (2021). Teacher Merit Pay: A Meta-Analysis. American Educational 
Research Journal, 58(3), 527-566. https://doi.org/10.3102/0002831220905580 



supported Act 76 of 201910, which initiated several key reforms to address skilled trades 

workforce shortages in the Commonwealth. First, it required higher education institutions to 

submit articulation agreements to the Pennsylvania Department of Education so the public 

knows under what circumstances credits will transfer between schools. This provision provides 

transparency when students are considering transferring schools, situations that are often 

stressful and unclear. Students and parents ought to have all the information they need, far in 

advance, to plan their academic timeline and position themselves for success. Secondly, it 

codified what had been a pilot program to expedite the classification of instructional programs. 

Lastly, Act 76 required public schools to provide students the opportunity to hear from trade 

schools, representatives from the business community and others to provide educational and 

career guidance. 

 Act 76 was an encouraging early step but more is necessary to address the challenges 

and stigma surrounding career and technical education.  The PA Chamber urges the 

administration and General Assembly to prioritize expediating the states licensing system, 

specifically for those seeking to become CTC instructors. Often applicants have cited months 

long waits with little predictability from the State. These unnecessary burdens disincentivize 

potential educators at a time when our Commonwealth faces an unprecedented workforce 

crisis. Similarly, out of state teachers should not be forced to navigate a complicated licensing 

process to transition to the Commonwealth. In line with Senate Bill 843, introduced by Senator 

Dave Argall (R-Schuylkill), the Interstate Teacher Mobility Compact is a welcome start in 

 
10 https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2019&sessInd=0&act=76 



addressing these concerns and we urge further conversation about ways to streamline 

instructor certification upon moving to the Commonwealth11. 

Non-Traditional Education Paths 

In addition to career and technical education opportunities, the PA Chamber urges the 

General Assembly to support non-traditional educational paths for students. Effective education 

for Pennsylvania’s children is the greatest investment we can make and state policy should 

recognize that children are different and therefore their path to success may look different.  The 

PA Chamber has supported programs like the Educational Improvement Tax Credit and effective 

Charter Schools that provide opportunities for children. 

The Educational Improvement Tax Credit program provides students additional options 

to pursue their education It also supports public schools and has been used to better align 

public education with employer needs. For example, Coterra Energy has provided over 100 

mobile energy learning units (MELU) annually, 1000 scholarships at 26 Career & Technology 

Centers, 100 Dual Enrollment Scholarships, 750 Dual Enrollment classes for students, 30 CDL 

scholarships, $210,000 in Pre-K scholarships. This is just one of numerous examples of private 

investment in our educational system that leads to greater alignment and we urge the General 

Assembly to expand the EITC program.  

Maximizing Investment 

 
11https://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/Legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=PDF&sessYr=2023&sessInd=0&bill
Body=S&billTyp=B&billNbr=0843&pn=0963 



While we ought to facilitate fair and purposeful distribution of state education funding, 

we also must maximize the value of our investment.  Lawmakers and school administrators 

should always strive to use existing funding as effectively as possible and ensure resources are 

first and foremost driven into the classroom.  This means thinking creatively to achieve savings.  

For example, how can school districts coordinate procurement or other costs to achieve 

economies of scale? Should school districts consider or be incentivized to consolidate?  Are 

there ways to lower school construction and repairs costs? For example, in 1997, the Ohio 

legislature temporarily suspended prevailing wage requirements on school construction for five 

years and their Legislative Service Commission found indications of $487.9 million in savings. 

That equates to roughly $834.7 million in 2023 when you adjust for inflation, in aggregate 

school construction savings during the post-exemption period12. Pennsylvania ought to consider 

a similar exemption for school projects to ensure we use tax payer money in the most efficient, 

cost-effective manner possible.   

Competitive Tax Reforms 

I would be remiss if I did not note that the best way to increase revenue in our 

Commonwealth to fund education and other essential services is to attract more taxpayers to 

Pennsylvania and broaden our base. Policymakers should build on recent reforms to create a 

more competitive environment for business, including strengthening the Commonwealth’s tax 

climate with pro-growth initiatives like improving the treatment of Net Operating Losses (NOL) 

 
12 https://codes.ohio.gov/ohio-revised-code/section-4115.04 



and accelerating the reduction of the state’s Corporate Net Income Tax. Making these changes 

will also allow for greater investment by all stakeholders into the education system. 

Conclusion 

I thank the Commission again for the opportunity to testify today and recognizing 

employers as key stakeholders in our education system. This Commission has the opportunity to 

elevate Pennsylvania’s status as a national leader and educational trend-setter: where 

policymakers and educators focus more on student outcomes, rather than financial inputs; 

where rigorous standards and a system of accountability help Pennsylvania children live up to 

their potential; where students and families are empowered to choose the educational path 

that best suits their unique needs; and where our business community and state economy 

flourish with an ever-expanding pool of home-grown talent. 

Thank you again and I am happy to answer any questions. 
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Education Funding in the Commonwealth 
PENNSYLVANIA OUTSPENDS THE NATION ON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Pennsylvania ranks among the highest-spending states on public education. 

 According to U.S. Census Bureau data, Pennsylvania’s spending of $22,000 per student is almost 
$5,500 more than the national average. The commonwealth’s spending per student exceeds the 
national average for every funding source—federal, state, and local.1 

 As of fiscal year 2021 (the most recent Bureau data available), Pennsylvania ranks 7th in total 
per-student funding, 7th in local per-student funding, and 22nd in state per-student funding. 

 

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC SCHOOL SPENDING IS GROWING 
Over the last decade, state spending on Pennsylvania public schools reached all-time highs year after year. 

 Pennsylvania per-pupil public school funding increased to $21,263 in the 2021–22 school year, up 
37.6 percent since 2013, according to data from the Pennsylvania Department of Education (PDE).2 

 This spending increase occurred before Pennsylvania distributed most of its federal pandemic 
aid and increased public school funding in the most recent state budget. 

https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2021/econ/school-finances/secondary-education-finance.html
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 Total school district spending from all sources (local, state, and federal) increased to $35.78 
billion in 2021–22.. 

 As passed,3 the Pennsylvania state budget increases state support of public schools to nearly $15.5 
billion, with the $566 million increase in 2021–22, the $1.58 billion increase in 2022–23, and the 
$690 million increase for 2023–24.4 

 State support of public schools has increased 53.8 percent since 2014–15, with a total increase 
of $5.4 billion. 

 

SCHOOL DISTRICT RESERVE FUNDS ARE GROWING TO EXCESSIVE LEVELS 
While some rainy-day funds are important for weathering unforeseen events, school districts have excessive 
stockpiles of taxpayer resources. 

 School district reserves consist of assigned, unassigned, and committed funds. While the intent for 
assigned funds may be for capital improvements, reserve funds are fungible, which allows school 
districts to repurpose their use. 

 The most recent PDE data reveals that school districts are collectively holding $5.96 billion in 
reserve funds (as of 2021–22), up 68.6 percent since 2013.5 

 School districts’ collective combined reserve funds increased in 13 of the past 14 years, including a 
$679 million increase in 2021–22. 

These numbers represent school district reserves at the end of the 2021-22 school year (or June 30, 2022), 
before the record $1.6 billion increase in support for public schools included in the 2022–23 budget. It also 
precedes the distribution of most of the pandemic aid funding for school districts. 

https://www.education.pa.gov/Teachers%20-%20Administrators/School%20Finances/Education%20Budget/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.education.pa.gov/Teachers%20-%20Administrators/School%20Finances/Finances/AFR%20Data%20Summary/Pages/AFR-Data-Detailed-.aspx
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The state’s previous auditor general, Eugene DePasquale, recommended that reserve funds be no more 
than 20 percent of the school district’s total spending.6 Remarkably, almost half of Pennsylvania’s 500 
school districts have reserve funds in excess of 20 percent of their spending. The average district’s reserve 
balance is 23 percent of expenditures. 

 419 districts have reserve funds exceeding 10 percent of spending. 

 255 districts have reserve funds exceeding 20 percent of spending. 

 55 districts have reserves of 40 percent or greater. 

As a percentage of general fund spending, Pennsylvania school districts have twice the reserves of the 
state’s Rainy Day Fund. 

https://www.pennlive.com/politics/2016/06/school_districts_reserve_funds.html
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In January 2023, Pennsylvania Auditor General Tim DeFoor released an audit showing that school districts 
were misusing reserve funds—shifting funds around in a “shell game” to avoid restrictions on raising taxes. 
These restrictions only apply when school districts hold more than 8 percent of expenses in their 
“unreserved, undesignated” fund balances but allow districts to shift money around to other types of 
accounts. 

 The audit covered 12 school districts and found that “common yet questionable practices” allowed 
the districts to raise taxes 37 of the 48 times they were eligible. The districts raised taxes despite 
having sufficient funding—an average of more than $360 million collectively—in their reserves.7 

 Such practices have led to litigation, including in the Lower Merion School District, where the district 
agreed to refund $27 million to homeowners following tax increases in violation of state law. 

This audit confirms that many school districts are not only adequately—but excessively—funded and use 
loopholes in the law to stockpile taxpayer resources. 

SCHOOL DISTRICT CONTINUE TO HOLD FEDERAL FUNDS 
Calls for increases in state education funding come even as public schools sit on billions of unspent federal 
aid. This leftover federal money is in addition to the billions school districts hold in general reserves. 

 Since 2019, Pennsylvania public schools were granted more than $6.7 billion in federal pandemic 
aid through three packages: Federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, 
Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSA), and American 
Rescue Plan (ARP). 

https://www.paauditor.gov/press-releases/auditor-general-defoor-questions-annual-property-tax-increases-for-12-school-districts-calls-on-legislature-to-close-loopholes
https://www.inquirer.com/news/lower-merion-school-district-property-tax-lawsuit-arthur-wolk-20220614.html
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 As of October 1, 2023, Pennsylvania public schools (including district and charter schools) still have 
$2.5 billion in federal pandemic aid yet to be distributed from the state Treasury.8 

 

PREK–12 PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT IS DECLINING 
Overall, Pennsylvania’s public school student enrollment is declining, while homeschool enrollment 
dramatically increased, fueled in large part by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Pennsylvania public schools lost more than 139,000 students, or 7.7 percent from the 1999–2000 to 
the 2022–23 school year.9 

 District schools lost more than 289,000 students, or 16.1 percent, while charter schools grew by 
151,000. 

 More than 60,000 students enrolled in Career and Technical Schools or Intermediate Unit 
Programs. 

 Private school enrollment also dropped during this time frame, with 78,000 fewer students enrolled in 
private and nonpublic schools, a 24.1 percent decline.10 

 Homeschooling rose by 74.5 percent from 1999–2000 to 2021–22, with a major increase in the 
2020–21 school year, during the COVID-19 pandemic.11 

 A large dip in school district enrollment has occurred since 2019–20, following the start of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, with almost 51,000 students leaving school districts.12 

 In Philadelphia alone, more than 11,000 students, or 8.6 percent, have left the school district 
since the start of the pandemic.13 

https://www.patreasury.gov/tabs/
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PUBLIC SCHOOL EMPLOYMENT IS GROWING 
Although student enrollment is down, public school employment of teachers and administrators is up. 
Individual school districts largely retain funding despite declines or increases in student enrollment. 

 Even as enrollment declined, Pennsylvania public schools added 21,145 employees, a growth rate 
of 8.8 percent from 1999–2000 to 2022–23.14 

 Public schools added more than 7,500 classroom teachers (6.5 percent growth). 

 The largest growth was in all other categories of “professional staff”—including administrators, 
coordinators, and “other professional staff.” Public schools added 8,885 non-teacher 
professional staff, a growth rate of 39.0 percent. 

 Even post-pandemic, public schools have added staff—with an additional 1,319 classroom 
teachers since the 2019–20 school year—while enrollment dropped. 

 At the same time, the number of students per teacher in public schools dropped from 15.7 to 13.6. 

 This student-to-teacher ratio varies by school district, from 18.9 to 1 for the Greater Nanticoke 
Area in Luzerne County down to 7.6 to 1 for North Clarion County. 

 The ratio of students to total employment dropped from 7.8 to 1 to 6.6 to 1. 

 Some school districts are experiencing teacher shortages and difficulty hiring teachers. Focusing 
funding on school districts instead of students exacerbates the teacher hiring problem. 

 Statewide, there are more teachers (as well as more administrators and more support staff) but 
fewer students. 
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 Even school districts with shrinking enrollment have added teachers and other staff or retained 
more than their enrollment required. 

 This over-hiring has led to shortages in school districts that face greater challenges in teacher 
hiring. 

 This hiring problem is because funding doesn’t follow students. School districts with shrinking 
enrollment have continued to get funding increases (due to “hold harmless” provisions). 

 

PAST PENSION LIABILITIES LIMIT TEACHER PAY 
Pennsylvania teachers are, on average, among the highest-paid teachers nationally. Employee benefit costs 
have skyrocketed because of past policy decisions—supported by the school unions—to underfund the 
school pension system and push off needed pension reform. 

 The average salary for a classroom teacher in Pennsylvania public schools was $74,723 as of 
2022–23, according to the PDE.15 

 This ranks Pennsylvania 12th highest in average teacher pay, according to the National 
Education Association (NEA).16 

 While teacher pay is relatively high compared to the national average, the cost of employee benefits 
has skyrocketed, crowding out salary increases. 

 In 2021–22 (the latest PDE data available), Pennsylvania public schools spent $9.1 billion on 
employee benefits. This comes to nearly $36,000 per employee.17 
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 From 2011–12 to 2021–22, total public school spending on salaries increased 15.7 percent; 
meanwhile spending on employee benefits increased 86 percent, as retirement contributions 
(i.e., pension payments) increased 367 percent.18 

 For the 2022–23 school year, the pension contribution rate for all Pennsylvania public schools was 
35.26 percent;19 all public districts had to contribute 35 percent of salaries (in aggregate) towards 
that state-run pension plan for school employees (PSERS). 

 The lion’s share of this contribution rate—28.24 percent—wasn’t for current teacher’s retirement, 
but to pay off past unfunded pension liabilities (i.e., debt). 

 That rate (28.24 percent) equals $20,186 when imposed on the average teacher salary. 

 If Pennsylvania had enrolled all employees in a defined contribution plan, like a 401k, there 
would be no pension debt to pay off. Had lawmakers done so, Pennsylvania public schools could 
be paying teachers an additional $20,000 per year, without increasing overall spending. 

MOST STATE AID IS DISTRIBUTED THROUGH HOLD HARMLESS 
While the commonwealth adopted new student-based funding formulas for both basic education and special 
education, the vast majority of distributions—more than 70 percent of each appropriation in 2023–24—follow 
the baseline allocation, not the new funding formulas.20 

 

This baseline was set in 2014–15 for Basic Education (with some subsequent adjustments) and in 2013–14 
for Special Education, after decades of hold harmless provisions in which districts were guaranteed the 
same amount of state revenue as the prior year, plus a percentage of the increase. 
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That is, the vast majority of state funds to districts remain untied to enrollment numbers, demographics, or 
special education designations. 

As a result of this formula, districts that have had shrinking student enrollment get significantly more state 
funding per student—as well as averaging more funding per student overall—than districts with growing 
enrollment. 

 In fact, the 25 fastest-growing districts received approximately $5,262 in state funds per student in 
2021–22, while the 25 districts that lost the most students received $12,155 in state funds per 
student, about 2.3 times as much. This disparity allows districts to retain or add staff even with 
significantly fewer students. 

 

RESPONSE TO “FUNDING GAP BETWEEN HIGH- AND LOW-POVERTY DISTRICTS” 
There’s certainly some truth to there being a funding gap between high-poverty and low-poverty districts, 
though the biggest impact is on growing vs. shrinking districts. 

 Pennsylvania spends significantly more per pupil than the national average. The 100 highest-poverty 
districts receive more than $21,500 per student—nearly $6,000 more per student than the national 
average. 

 For comparison, Ohio ranks high on the Education Trust report for “equity” between high-poverty 
and low-poverty districts, but those districts are getting $15,000 per student.21 

 One of the big differences between Pennsylvania and other states is how much local funding 
there is for public schools—and how few restraints there are on school districts raising taxes. 

https://stateofeducationfunding.org/state/ohio/?category=students-in-poverty
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 If Pennsylvania wanted to be at the national average, policymakers could cut local district 
funding for public schools—that would be more “equitable” by these measures, yet no one 
actually argues for that. 

 The state funding formula, even with the problems associated with hold harmless, provides 
significantly more funding per student to high-poverty and low-income districts. The more money that 
flows through the fair funding formula, the less of a disparity there will be. 

 Notably, because of hold harmless, the biggest gap is between shrinking districts and growing 
districts—with shrinking districts getting significantly more than growing districts. 

 

EDUCATIONAL CHOICE SHOULD BE PART OF THE SOLUTION 
Much of the reason why certain school districts have excessive reserve funds is a state funding system—
recently ruled unconstitutional by the Commonwealth Court—that remains unrelated to student enrollment. 
Indeed, most state funds flow through hold harmless provisions guaranteeing districts the funding they got in 
prior years. 

Instead of funding empty buildings and allowing districts to stockpile resources, state lawmakers should 
target education funding to follow the student, ensuring it goes where it is most needed. This includes 
delivering on the Court’s new mandate that “every student receives a meaningful opportunity to succeed” 
by expanding educational options.22 

Pennsylvania currently has two tax credit scholarship programs, the Educational Improvement Tax Credit 
(EITC) and the Opportunity Scholarship Tax Credit (OSTC) that allow businesses to donate to scholarship 
organizations to provide K–12 scholarships to private schools (as well as donating to PreK scholarship 
organizations and educational improvement organizations). Yet, while nearly 12 percent of Pennsylvania 
students attend private schools, the $340 million available for tax credit scholarships represent less than 1 
percent of funding. 
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Education Opportunity Account (EOA) programs like the proposed Lifeline Scholarships, referred to as the 
Pennsylvania Award for Student Success (PASS) in the ongoing 2023–24 state budget negotiations, would 
directly fund students—giving families the resources they need for educational costs and delivering on the 
promise that every child has access to a quality education regardless of their zip code. 

EOAs are restricted-use accounts funded by tax dollars. As with health savings accounts, 529 college plans, 
or electronic benefits transfer (EBT) cards for food stamps, funds in the EOA are only for approved 
purchases—like tuition, curriculum, tutoring, internet access, and services for students with special needs. 

PENNSYLVANIANS SUPPORT EDUCATIONAL CHOICE 
 An overwhelming majority of parents want school choice. A March 2023 poll found that 77 percent of 

Pennsylvania voters support expanding the commonwealth’s tax credit scholarship program. The 
same poll also found that 67 percent of Pennsylvania voters support providing Lifeline Scholarships 
to families in the lowest-performing schools to use for their children’s educational expenses.23 

 Polling also indicates a tremendous mismatch between what type of school children attend and what 
their parents would prefer. This mismatch helps show why education funding should follow students 
rather than have the monies locked into an assigned system. Even the “best” school won’t work for 
every child who happens to live within a certain radius of it. Wealthy families already have options for 
their children. School choice policies ensure all children—regardless of zip code, income, or race—
have similar options. 

https://www.commonwealthfoundation.org/research/common-ground-commonwealth-poll/
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CURRENT PROGRAMS FALL SHORT OF STUDENT NEED 
 Pennsylvania’s EITC and OSTC are state tax credit programs that give thousands of low- to middle-

income students access to high-quality schools of their choice. While these scholarship programs 
provide transformative opportunities to students, state caps limit the programs’ impact. 

 In 2020–21, K–12 students submitted 138,538 scholarship applications, 1,120 more than the 
previous year and the highest on record. 

 In 2020–21, Pennsylvania denied a record of 76,031 K–12 student scholarship applications—
almost 55 percent of applications—because of state caps. The state waitlisted 380 more 
students compared to the year before. 
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 The state also waitlisted a record $156.3 million in donations to EITC and OSTC scholarships, 
up from $116 million the year before. 

 Twenty-one states offer tax credit scholarship programs. Four of those—Arizona, Florida, 
Montana, and Nevada—use automatic escalators. A Florida-style escalator, which provides for a 
25 percent increase on the total tax credit cap when at least 90 percent of credits are utilized the 
previous year, would allow Pennsylvania’s programs to keep pace with demand from both 
student applicants and would-be business donors. 

 

 Pennsylvania’s charter schools are independently run public schools with more flexibility than district 
schools. There were 163 brick-and-mortar charter schools and 14 cyber charter schools operating in 
Pennsylvania during the 2022–23 school year educating nearly 162,000 students.24, 25 

https://www.pacharterchange.org/understanding-pennsylvania-charter-schools/
https://www.education.pa.gov/K-12/Charter%20Schools/Pages/Annual-Reports-Data-and-Resources.aspx
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 School districts are the sole authorizers for brick-and-mortar charter schools, which means 
districts get to decide if a competitor can open. This is a huge conflict of interest. While there is a 
state appeals board, it is a time-consuming and expensive process. The lengthy waiting lists at 
many charter schools show this system isn’t working for students.26 

 The PDE is the sole authorizer for cyber charter schools. This makes the approval process 
highly political since an anti-cyber administration is unlikely to approve new cyber charter 
schools. 

 In January 2023, Apply Philly Charter—a program that allows students to apply for open seats in 
any one of 72 Philadelphia-area charter schools—received applications from 26,102 students. 
Only 7,660 (or 29 percent) were selected by lottery for a seat in a charter school, while more 
than 18,000 students were put on waiting lists.27 

 State law currently requires charter schools to go through school districts/school boards for 
authorization and renewal. This creates an inherent conflict of interest, and school boards have been 
reluctant to authorize new charter schools, and eager to close charters—even those that significantly 
outperform district schools. 

 Allowing for independent, alternative charter school authorizers—as other states have—would 
alleviate this conflict of interest and allow charter school operators another path to approval. 

ACADEMIC RESEARCH SHOWS BENEFITS OF EDUCATIONAL CHOICE 
 Schools of choice are held accountable by the parents and students that they serve. If parents are 

not satisfied with a private school, they can transfer their child to another. Ultimately, parents—not 
bureaucrats—know which schools best serve the needs of their children. 

 Studies show that school choice programs have positive, verifiable results. Fourteen out of 18 
empirical studies found that school choice improves the academic outcomes of students.28 

 Tax credit scholarships and EOAs provide students with educational opportunity at a fraction of what 
public schools cost, generating significant savings for taxpayers. 

 A 2021 EdChoice study examined 40 private school choice programs across 19 states and 
found significant fiscal savings for taxpayers. These school choice programs saved a 
cumulative $12.4 billion to $28.3 billion, or on average, $1.80 to $2.85 for every dollar 
spent on the programs.29 Taxpayers incurred savings when students switched to school choice 
programs, which are much less expensive than public school education. 

 An economic impact analysis by Corey DeAngelis found that expanding Pennsylvania’s tax 
credit scholarship program would generate billions of dollars in long-run savings. DeAngelis 
estimates that a $100 million increase in tax credit scholarships would result in $3 billion in 
economic benefits from higher lifetime earnings.30 

 When students switch to school choice programs, their classmates that remain in public schools 
benefit from increased funding per student and smaller class sizes. 

 A 2022 study of Ohio’s school choice program found no negative impact on school district 
per-student expenditures. While receiving less state funding for school choice participants, 

https://philaschoolpartnership.org/nearly-24k-students-apply-to-public-charter-schools-in-philadelphia-using-apply-philly-charter/
https://www.commonwealthfoundation.org/policyblog/detail/the-need-for-charter-schools
http://www.edchoice.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/A-Win-Win-Solution-The-Empirical-Evidence-on-School-Choice.pdf
https://www.edchoice.org/research-library/?report=fiscal-effects-of-school-choice#report
https://www.commonwealthfoundation.org/research/unleashing-educational-opportunity/
https://fordhaminstitute.org/ohio/research/ohio-edchoice-programs-impact-school-district-enrollments-finances-and-academics?utm_source=pocket_saves
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school districts retain local per-student funding—even for students they no longer pay to 
educate.31 

 Another EdChoice report, published in 2022, found that 25 out of 28 studies concluded that 
school choice programs improve the academic outcomes of public school students, while 68 of 
73 studies found positive fiscal benefits for school districts and taxpayers. By exerting 
competitive pressure on public schools, school choice programs benefit participants and public 
school students alike.32 

Lawmakers should change the system of public education funding. The state should move away from 
funding buildings and districts toward funding children. This includes transitioning away from hold harmless 
provisions and fully implementing a student-based funding formula. 

This should include programs like Lifeline scholarships, a form of EOAs, for families to choose the best 
school for their kids. 

CONCLUSION 
Pennsylvania spends nearly $22,000 per student in public schools, with state and local taxpayer funding 
constantly increasing. School districts have fewer students, but more teachers, more administrators, more 
support staff, and significantly larger reserve funds. 

The issue isn’t a lack of money, but how it is distributed. State lawmakers should work to ensure that funding 
follows the child, not the building, and continue progress on pension reform that benefits both teachers and 
taxpayers. 
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School District Revenues

Source: Pennsylvania Department of Education, Summary Annual Financial Report Data, “Expenditure Data 2000-01 to 2021-2022.” 
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2021-22, up 37.6 percent since 2013.



PA School District Funding Key Numbers

Current school district funding levels (See Notes) $15,581,745,000 $38,145,026,460 $5,964,606,149

Point Year “State Support of Public Schools” Total School District Revenue* School District reserves**

Since Costing Out Study
2006-
07 $7,173,413,000 $16,006,029,488 $4,094,443,579

Since launch of Ed Funding Lawsuit 2013-14 $5,953,854,000 $11,927,301,034 $1,980,718,893

Since Gov. Wolf took office 2014-15 $5,520,195,000 $10,566,740,208 $1,874,735,767

Since Updated Study that Court found
"not persuasive" 2018-19 $3,504,235,000 $6,729,792,888 $1,354,765,097

Increase From Year
“State Support of Public Schools”
(State Budget)

Total School District Revenue
(AFR Data)*

School District
reserves**

Notes: 

*Actual 2021-22 Annual Financial Report data plus state budget increases for 2022 and 2023.

**As of 2021-22

SOURCES: Pennsylvania Department of Education, Annual Financial Reports; Pennsylvania Department of Education, Summary of State Appropriations for Education.



Basic Education

Source: PA Department of Education, 2022-23 Estimated Basic Education Funding; 2022-23 Estimated Special Education Funding

Baseline 73.77%

Student Based Formula 24.97%
Level Up Supplement 1.25%

Baseline 73.79%

Student Based Formula 26.21%

Special Education

https://www.education.pa.gov/Teachers%20-%20Administrators/School%20Finances/Education%20Budget/Pages/default.aspx


Impact of Hold Harmless

SOURCE: Pennsylvania Department of Education, Annual Financial Reports (Expenditure Data for School Districts).
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Per Student Funding Analysis

Shrinking vs Growing top 25 $4,306 $6,894 $6,737

Shrinking vs Growing top 100 $2,366 $5,645 $4,685

HH Income, Bottom 25 vs Top 25 ($1,916) $6,411 $9,076

HH Income, Bottom 100 vs Top 100 ($1,236) $6,026 $6,442

Poverty Rate, Highest 25 vs Lowest 25 ($1,563) $5,534 $7,868

Poverty Rate, Highest 100 vs Lowest 100 ($129) $4,661 $5,391

Gap in Avg. Revenue Per ADM
Total Revenue,
2021-22

State Revenue,
2021-22 BEF 2023-24

Top 25 Growing Districts $20,716 $5,414 $2,006

Top 100 Growing Districts $20,820 $5,583 $2,605

Bottom 100 Shrinking Districts $23,221 $11,171 $7,188

Bottom 25 Shrinking Districts $25,286 $12,013 $8,266

Avg. Revenue Per ADM
Total Revenue,
2021-22

State Revenue,
2021-22 BEF 2022-23
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Written Testimony of 
Robert G. Stilwell 

to the 
Basic Education Funding Commission 

November 2, 2023 
 
Thank you, Senator Phillips-Hill and Representative Sturla, for inviting us to testify 
today.  I also want to thank you co-chairs and the other members of this 
commission for taking on the monumental task of righting school funding across 
the Commonwealth.  I attended one hearing and watched many by live stream, and 
I commend you for your dedication to the challenge, the relentless travel involved, 
and your insightful questions of the testifiers. 
 
I am a retired engineering and business development manager who enjoyed 
careers with a U.S. Navy laboratory and a major defense contractor.  I am now a 
community activist trying to bring common sense to school funding in 
Pennsylvania. 
 
We are not here to ask for more money for schools, but to discuss how to increase 
funding for schools.  It is time to discuss the elephant in the room, school property 
taxes and why and how to finally eliminate them. 
 
The school property tax is the most despised tax in Pennsylvania.  It is a hugely 
regressive tax not based at all on one’s ability to pay.  How much more regressive 
can a tax be than one that threatens the loss of your home because you can’t pay 
it? 
 
Property taxes made sense in William Penn’s day when virtually all wealth and 
income were derived from property ownership.  The value of my house has no 
direct relationship to my income, yet it is taxed as though we still live in the 18th 
century.   This is insane, but we continue to do it anyway. 
 
Each of you has no doubt seen in your local paper every year pages of lists of 
properties in danger of being seized for unpaid school property taxes.  This page 
from Adams County lists 224 properties for upset sales. I’ve seen other county 
newspapers with three, even four pages like this one.  
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TO OWNERS OF PROPERTIES DESCRIBED IN THIS NOTICE AND TO ALL PERSONS HAVING 
LIENS, JUDGMENTS OR MUNICIPAL OR OTHER CLAIMS AGAINST SUCH PROPERTIES.

UPSET TAX SALE

Notice is hereby given by the Tax Claim Bureau in and for the County of Adams under the Act 
of 1947, P.L. 1368, as amended, that the Bureau will expose at public sale in the Human Services 
Building, MPR#15, 525 Boyd’s School Rd., Gettysburg, Pennsylvania at 9:00 a.m. E.D.S.T. on 
September 22, 2023 or any date to which the sale may be adjourned, re-adjourned or continued, 
for the purpose of collecting unpaid 2021 and any prior real estate taxes and all costs thereto, the 
following described set forth.

The sale of the property may, at the option of the Bureau, be stayed if the owner thereof or any 
lien creditor of the owner, on or before the date of the sale enters into an agreement with the 
Bureau to pay the taxes, claims, and all costs in installments in the manner provided by said Act, 
and the agreement be entered into.  

There will be no Redemption Period after the date of the sale, but these taxes and costs can be 
paid up to the date of the sale, September 22, 2023.

It is strongly urged that the prospective purchasers have an examination made of the title of 
any property in which they may be interested.  Every reasonable effort has been made to keep 
the proceedings free from error.  However, in every case the Tax Claim Bureau is selling the 
taxable interest and the property is offered for sale by the Tax Claim Bureau without guarantee or 
warranty whatsoever.

The property so struck down will be settled before the next property is offered for sale. Deeds for 
the premises will be prepared by the Tax Claim Bureau and recorded. Buyer(s) will be required to 
pay, in addition to the taxes owed, at the time the property is struck down to them, the basic sum 
for preparing and recording the deed, and the costs of such realty transfer stamps as required (1.19 
of the assessed value x 2%).  The Tax Claim Bureau will mail the deeds to the address given by the 
purchaser.

A property will not be sold if the delinquent taxes and all costs are paid prior to the sale and it is 
suggested that this be done as soon as possible before the sale, as the earlier this is done, the more 
saving there will be in the amount of costs etc.

It is repeated that there is no redemption after the property is sold and all sales will be final.  No 
adjustments will be made after the property is struck down.

TERMS OF SALE: In the case of all properties selling for one hundred dollars ($100.00) or less, 
cash in the form of currency of the United States must be paid in full at the time the property is 
struck down.  In the case of properties for which more than one hundred dollars ($100.00) has been 
bid, the sum of one hundred dollars ($100.00) cash in the form of currency of the United States 
must be paid with the balance being paid by a check on a bank or other satisfactory payment when 
the property is struck down.  If the balance of the purchase price is not paid for any reason (for 
example, if a check is not paid), the one hundred dollars ($100.00) cash paid shall be forfeited as 
liquidated damages.

ABBOTTSTOWN BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MOUL DAVID   01002-0006B--000      $8,234
CLINGAN LEESTHA   01L10-0040---112       $2,413
FULLER CRISSIE   01L10-0040---117       $961
LITTLE DONNA INEZ   01L10-0040---134       $2,880
WERNER TIMOTHY KEVIN C/O JESSICA LYNN JOHNSON
    01L10-0040---138       $2,623

BERWICK TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STERNER MARK A   04K11-0211---000      $9,547
WOLF DARRELL P   04K11-0235---000      $11,859
JENKINS CARL C/O THOMAS E PAUL  04L10-0040---104       $801
DINTERMAN WILLIAM   04L10-0040---207       $2,679
BURROWS LISA   04L10-0040---219       $1,334
LEIPOLD JEROME C/O WALTER LEIPOLD 04L10-0040---229       $2,038
HARRIS JONATHON   04L10-0040---271       $1,548
BRAGG DIANA   04L10-0040---285       $648
MAYHUGH JOSHUA M & DOROTHY A 04L10-0040---305       $510
KNIGHT AMY E   04L10-0040---417       $664
JARMOLOWICZ JOSEPH & STEPHANIE 04L10-0040---421       $765
MOSER KEVIN & COURTNEY BLANTON 04L10-0040---505       $1,533
GRAY MICHAEL W & LISANNE T  04L11-0119---000       $18,669
DIEHL GWEN   04L11-0142---001       $320
AYERS HELEN A C/O BOB AYERS  04L12-0013A--187      $5,150
SULLIVAN RANDALL K   04L12-0013A--188      $1,594
LAUGHMAN RUTHETTA O ATTN: DENNIS KUHN 04L12-0047---000       $17,782
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  04L12-0064---000       $10,103

BIGLERVILLE BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPERTZEL JAMES D   05003-0063---000      $16,238
HAND SAMUEL A   05004-0005---000      $7,677
ALVAREZ-PONCE J RIGOBERTO  05004-0081---000       $5,519

BONNEAUVILLE BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YOUNG HARRY J & SANDRA J III  06004-0003---000       $85,024
HAINES BRUCE E & CAROLYN A SR  06004-0012---000       $9,324
THOMAS MATTHEW W   06008-0076---000       $15,399

BUTLER TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCOTT SAMUEL L   07F07-0047---000        $8,550
A B A REALTY HOLDINGS LLC  07F10-0062---000       $11,677
TORRES DAVID D   07G06-0044---000       $15,940
LEINAWEAVER JOHN R   07G07-0019---000       $14,580

CONEWAGO TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MUDGETT WILLIAM   08008-0059---000       $6,977
MESSINGER CHARLES L III & ZACKERY CHARLES JOHN
    08012-0118---000       $5,999
WINDSOR CORY M   08021-0176---000       $7,761
PRINCE BRIAN P   08023-0074A--000     $1,662
SMITH ANDREW M & KIMBERLY K JR  08033-0002---000       $38,063
KACHELE WALTER J & ESTELLA TRUST 08J15-0011A--000      $17,945
MICKLEY LARRY J & JUDY L  08K13-0042---001       $171
GREEN CANDY L   08K13-0042---002       $382
RINEMAN WILLIAM J & MARIE E JR  08K14-0101---000       $11,897
WILDASIN LEE A & MARGARET A  08L14-0009---000       $41,963
WILDASIN LEE A & MARGARET A  08L14-0010---000       $21,643

CUMBERLAND TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YODER BRENT & ERIN BRETZMAN  09E12-0082---009      $1,224
SHEPPARD WARREN H   09E12-0082---087      $1,315
SHEPPARD WARREN H   09E13-0080---000      $13,237
ANDERSON AMIE L   09E16-0077---010      $4,240
REED WALTER A JR & MARY H LANHAM 09F10-0106---000      $36,447
SEMINARY RIDGE SHADOW LLC C/O GETTYSBURG CONSTRUCTION CO
    09F12-0116---000      $32,266
GROSS DALE JR   09F15-0065---003      $1,227
PURDUM MICHAEL E & CHRISTY  09F15-0065---008      $2,105
DERWART MICHAEL CHARLES JR  09F15-0065---014      $882
FARROW KATJA & JERRY J  09F15-0065---024       $517
SPADOLINI JOSEPH J   09W03-0040---000     $7,817

EAST BERLIN BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BURTON CHARLENE & TIMOTHY BOWERSOX 10004-0135---000       $10,490
BROWN EARL W II   10004-0175---000       $23,481

FAIRFIELD BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REAVER BRIAN P & SUSAN M SR  11005-0038---000        $13,973

FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TRUMPOWER STEVEN V   12B07-0001---052       $2,607
LOST BUCK CAMP C/O RANDY SHRADER 12B07-0001---057       $1,349
RITTER CRYSTAL & SHANNON  12B08-0013---050       $300
SCHULER CRYSTAL & DAVID HANSFORD 12B08-0013---059       $295
BROWN SAMUEL J   12B08-0013---063       $277
STRASBAUGH JAMES D & DOROTHY A C/O DAZERAE M LANSDOWNE
    12B08-0021---000       $20,444
SPRENKLE ROBERT G & PAMELA M  12B09-0038M--000     $23,417
FLESHMAN HOWARD R & JENNIFER L 12B09-0123C--000      $11,620
MORRIS RYAN J   12B09-0143---000       $4,384
CLEVENGER BRYAN C & KIMBERLY A C/O DREW CLEVENGER
    12B09-0190---000       $5,242
LESTER ONA MAE   12B10-0044---000       $4,330
FALK FREDERICK C   12C10-0087---000       $19,153
MCDERMOTT MEREDITHE A  12D10-0015A--000      $17,227
MORIN BRIGITTE A   12E11-0062---000        $9,592

FREEDOM TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OLSWFSKI MICHAEL A   13D15-0025---000      $12,175
MILLER GERALD S   13D18-0054---000      $16,722
BOWLING MABEL MARR  13E17-0072---000       $10,345
MILLER GERALD S & CATHERINE E  13E18-0032---000       $20,796
 
GERMANY TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHILDS GEOFFREY A   15I16-0046---000        $8,328

GETTYSBURG BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HAWKINS CHRISTINA E   16004-0111---000       $11,031
WELL ADJUSTED LLC C/O J THOMAS SOLIDAY 16007-0024---000       $24,104
HASSON JOAN   16013-0100---000       $11,873
SWEESY GREGORY A & DONNA R  16015-0009A--000      $33,818

HAMILTON TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SHIRK CRAIG S   17001-0014---000       $20,448
BAKER VANESSA & RANDY  17J09-0118---000       $16,907
FISCHER F PATRICK & KIMBERLY A  17K08-0151---000      $21,366
REINHART PAUL R   17K10-0015A--000     $6,164

HAMILTONBAN TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SWISHER BRANDON   18A17-0073---000      $1,921
FAZZOLARI GIOCONDA & CRISTINA  18B13-0007A--000     $15,554
SHAFFER JAMES E & MELISSA K  18B14-0030A--000     $11,568
WANTZ THOMAS L & KELLY J  18B17-0022---000      $6,689
KERNS DONNA R   18C12-0043---000     $5,686
WARNER DIANE   18C12-0102---000     $13,589
LEFEVER ROBERT S II   18C13-0008---000     $35,096

HIGHLAND TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HUFF SHANNON J   20C12-0050---000     $1,369

HUNTINGTON TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FRIDENVALDS GUSTAV V & GAIL A  22H02-0033---000     $12,438
NETH WANDA   22H04-0012---011     $1,083
KLINEDINST CHAD E & AMBER M  22H05-0006---000     $5,628
YORK SPRINGS CROSSROADS C/O WAM ENTERPRISES
    22I04-0082A--000     $6,765
TAUGHINBAUGH TODD N  22I05-0017A--000     $4,005
SIBOUNHEUANG ROY & KHANH  22I05-0018D--000     $12,401
STEPHENS ROBERT S   22I06-0007---000       $3,219

LATIMORE TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HEYSER MARGUERITE   23103-0011---000     $12,077
BIEVENOUR DIRK   23104-0003---000     $4,100
KROUSE RICHARD W JR   23I01-0006---000       $11,572
MYFORD RICHARD & DANA  23J03-0015A--000     $6,711
MYFORD RICHARD B   23J03-0015AA-000    $7,986
MELHORN MATTHEW T ET AL  23J03-0020---000      $22,179
LAUGHMAN ERIC J & KATRINA L  23J04-0032D--000      $11,276
WHEELER WILLIAM J & SHERRI D II  23J04-0040---000       $12,934

LIBERTY TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TAHEDL WALTER ET AL   25AA0-0133---000     $2,667
WOLF JOHN J & BONNIE A JR  25AE0-0102---000      $840
NEES STEPHEN K & GRETCHEN L  25C18-0058---000     $28,944
JUSTICE JEFFREY JAY   25D16-0014B--000    $7,550
BRIGGS, ESTATE BONNYE C C/O JASON BRIGGS 25OO0-0070---000     $1,005

LITTLESTOWN BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPENCE WENDE L   27004-0061---000       $9,872
BULLERS BYRON K JR   27007-0051---000       $18,209
HOBSON LOUIS E & KAREN A  27008-0230---000       $26,429
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  27008-0260A--000      $8,588
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  27008-0261---000       $13,745
FOLTZ RICHARD L & APRIL D  27008-0328---000       $9,530
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  27011-0070---000       $8,377
THOMAS ROBERT G C/O ALLEN H THOMAS 27011-0099---000       $7,682
UDY HOLLY M   27012-0060---000       $13,279
HAWK RANDY L & MARGARET R  27013-0053---000       $16,146

MCSHERRYSTOWN BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  28002-0071---000       $10,858
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  28002-0130---000       $16,938
ELLIS WILLIE ED & PEGGY L JR  28002-0148---000       $5,476
COLEHOUSE SHAWNA   28005-0098A--000      $12,981
MILLER SHARON C ETAL  28005-0103---000       $7,549

MENALLEN TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MUSGRAVE ROBERT S & SUSAN G  29B05-0003---000       $6,209
SEMPLE RANDALL E & PATRICIA J  29B05-0043---000       $5,927
WYATT TRACY S   29D05-0019---000       $11,781
MCCAUSLIN MARLIN K   29D05-0045---000       $8,066
LANGAN LUCILLE C/O SHAYLIN LANGAN 29D05-0072---001       $3,502
NAWAKWA LLC   29D06-0013---000       $31,444
KOONS MARVIN E & JENNIFER L JR  29E05-0032D--000      $8,892
HUGHES KEVIN JOHN & KAREN HUGHES WELLS 29E05-0036A--000      $10,852
HUFF BRANDON R   29G05-0003B--000      $11,343

MT. JOY TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MORRIS RYAN J   30G14-0017J--000     $32,704
MORRIS RYAN J   30G14-0063---000      $49,485
MORRIS RYAN J   30G14-0063A--000     $4,580
WESTHAFER BONITA C   30G15-0058---000      $13,328
STRAUSBAUGH MARY L   30G17-0038---000       $4,625
MURPHY JASON   30G17-0043---000       $13,995
EADER GARY R & MARCEIA E G  30G18-0029A--000      $14,402
FALCO HOLLY MARIE   30G18-0035---000       $25,896
WILES DUSTIN A & CHRISTINA M  30G18-0046---000       $5,245
SHELLY GALEN S   30H17-0006---000       $39,189
REAVER THOMAS H   30H17-0025---000       $17,117

MT. PLEASANT TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GUMM KENNETH W & MELISSA S JR  32H13-0031A--000     $30,496
TAUGHINBAUGH TODD N  32I11-0025---000       $4,090
COOL DARRELL J   32I14-0024---000        $942
TOOMEY BARBARA L   32I14-0026---000       $17,532
GARCIA YOANA   32J11-0052---021        $911
VASQUEZ MIGUEL M & BEATRIZ G  32J11-0052---030       $1,329
HERRMANN BRANDON & SAMANTHA HODGSON
    32J11-0052---031       $1,836
RIVERA HUGO & MIRANDA  32J11-0052---044       $1,794
HAUF BRITTNEY   32J11-0052---052        $774
ZINN JAMES & MARY C/O NEW OXFORD MHP 32J11-0052---066        $357
FLANAGAN KATHLEEN M  32J11-0052---068       $4,269
GARCIA FLOR & JULIO SANTIAGO  32J11-0052---078       $1,023
BROWN TAMM   32J11-0052---080        $726
SWOPE ROBERT JR   32J11-0052---095       $1,359
OERMAN DARON & ELIZABETH F  32J11-0052---099       $2,032
KLUNK MICHAEL A & BETH A  32J11-0058B--000      $11,079
JOHNSON ROBERT WILLIAM & AMY LYNN JR 32J11-0071---000       $20,530
LUA ANA L   32J12-0061---017       $1,317
WAGAMAN JEFFREY   32J12-0061---066       $990
ORNDORFF BELINDA M   32J12-0061---107       $1,193
KING LYNNE   32J12-0061---133       $7,910
COLEMAN JOSHUA & TARA SHAFFER 32J12-0061---160       $2,339
RITNER ELIZABETH   32J12-0061---165       $959
MYERS ROBERT HAROLD  32J12-0061---67A       $827

NEW OXFORD BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LEISTER MICHAEL D   34004-0075---000       $11,351
SENSENIG’S REAL ESTATE LLC  34005-0205---000       $8,324
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  34007-0032---000       $12,176

OXFORD TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COCKEY JAMES E & REGINA L MURPHY 35J10-0056---000       $5,695
DRAMKA INC   35J12-0016A--000      $1,363
WHITEFORD WILLIAM S & JONI L  35J13-0013A--000      $6,131
HOUCK JAMES   35K11-0026C--002      $2,890
SMITH GREG & STEPHANIE  35K11-0026C--009     $4,148
BLUME JORDAN   35K11-0026C--031      $1,457
FRIEDLINE DEBORAH A   35K12-0109C--000      $7,751
SENSENIG REAL ESTATE LLC  35K12-0119---000       $10,624

READING TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MASSER MICHAEL J & MICHELLE L  36002-0026---000        $9,726
ANDERSON ROBERTA L   36109-0142---000        $13,675
JEN JENS 6726 ENTERPRISES LLC  36J06-0029A--000       $4,050
FLORES JOSE & JUANA FLORES RIVERA 36J07-0062---000        $12,077
HOLYFIELD DAVID R & WILDA E  36J08-0045---010        $2,035
FLEMING VIRGINIA AKA VIRGINIA RILEY 36J08-0045---127        $307
MARTINEZ JUAN ROSSI & MARCEL REYES NUNEZ
    36J08-0045---135        $948
COX DAWN   36J08-0096---000        $9,941
SMITH BRANDI   36K08-0085A--000      $2,759
FRIEDLINE CURTIS E & SHERI A  36L06-0045---000       $32,696
KLINE JOSHUA & JORDYNEA HILL JR  36L07-0005---005       $1,022
ALVAREZ ESTEFANY MORALES  36L07-0005---009       $1,087
MARTINEZ ANASTACIO   36L07-0005---032      $569
WILLIAMS RONALD JR   36L07-0005---045       $1,766
WEIMER BEN VAN SR   36L08-0004---000       $7,707
PAVIGLIANITI ANTHONY & RACHEL  36L08-0005---000       $13,157

STRABAN TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PEREZ JENNIFER & CESAR SANCHEZ  38G10-0016B--010     $1,045
MEJIA TERESA   38G10-0016B--015     $1,637
SANDERS CORY J   38G10-0016B--023     $1,948
US HOME CORPORATION DBA LENNAR 38G10-0200A--000     $766
SIMMONS LAWRENCE M & LUCY E  38G11-0034---000       $16,880
WEAVER AMBER   38G12-0013---001       $552
MCDANNELL LEROY J   38G13-0075---000       $7,631
MCDANNELL LEROY J   38G13-0075A--000     $3,048
HERNANDEZ-MENDOZA FERNANDO & LETICIA MARTINEZ-GUERRERO
    38H10-0017---113      $1,027
GROUP NANCY M   38H10-0017---130       $976
MENDOZA BRENDA & CHRISTIAN RODRIGUEZ 38H10-0017---144      $1,014
WOOD MARY J   38H10-0017---153      $2,654
MACAZAR GRACIELA LINARES  38H10-0017---177       $1,005

REYES TANIA P   38H11-0012---000       $5,451
WAGAMAN RITA M C/O HOLLY L WAGAMAN 38H12-0035---000       $4,949
J&R PROPERTIES GROUP LLC C/O ELEANOR & DONALD REAVER JR
    38I11-0017A--000        $7,281

TYRONE TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SHAFER ROBERT S & LOIS H  40F03-0010---000       $19,283
MENTZER MATTHEW L & EMILY L BLACK 40G05-0025---000      $18,658
CLAAR SINDY M   40G05-0044B--000     $9,539
KALTREIDER KEVIN E & JACQUELINE S 40H05-0041F--000      $23,033
MALLETTE BRYAN C   40H07-0075---025        $921
POTTS AMANDA J   40H07-0075---075       $3,984
DOBOS MARK D   40H07-0075---081       $3,227
LIGHT DANIEL   40H07-0075---102       $1,416
MEDINA JORGE   40H07-0075---104      $1,368
KLASEK JAMES & CARLA  40H07-0075---140       $4,672
EBAUGH FRANKLIN   40H07-0075---146       $1,894
MILLARD SANDRA   40I08-0024A--001        $258

UNION TOWNSHIP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REICH MICHAEL K   41K17-0100---000        $15,807
STEVENS MICHAEL A & KATHRYN L  41K18-0030R--000       $28,387
BACHER AUDREY JO   41K18-0077---000        $7,370

CARROLL VALLEY BOROUGH
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRICHARD TODD D   43011-0007---000       $2,887
SHEPHERDSON GRACE LLC  43019-0037---000       $2,384
BRENT NANCY C C/O DAVID JAMES  43019-0052---000       $2,620
MENCHEY JAMES L & PHYLLIS L  43025-0085---000       $827
FRECH GUSTAVO   43025-0094---000       $553
BOYKIN CHAPPEL & LILLIE M C/O MICHAEL H BOYKIN
    43028-0016---000       $3,514
SMITH MICHAEL W   43028-0036---000       $1,495
HONEYCUTT DOUGLAS L & TAMMY L SR 43029-0062---000       $639
HONEYCUTT DOUGLAS L SR  43029-0064---000       $1,151
CAPITAL STREET INVESTMENTS LLP  43029-0085---000       $2,422
SMITH CHERYL L   43034-0158---000       $1,512
SMITH DAVID J   43034-0165---000       $4,382
MASON DIXON PARTNERS LLC  43034-0173---000       $3,029
MASON DIXON PARTNERS LLC  43034-0174---000       $843
HILLSBORO INLET LLC   43035-0012---000       $457
REESE DAVID G & LYDIA C  43035-0116---000       $1,638
SCOTT DAMION   43038-0028---000       $356
KEENEY KEVIN W II   43038-0063---000       $1,390
SCOTT DAMION   43039-0012---000       $383
WAGERMAN LAMAR R II  43040-0088---000       $13,868
WANTZ HOLLY R   43041-0105---000      $6,727
DILLIAN JAMES A   43041-0183---000       $4,596
BRENT NANCY C C/O DAVID JAMES  43041-0196---000       $5,232
DEHOFF ALICIA E ET AL   43043-0014---000       $851
DEHOFF ALICIA E ET AL   43043-0016---000       $502
STEINER PATRICK S JR   43043-0041---000       $989
DEHOFF ALICIA E ET AL   43043-0109---000       $502

 
JUDICIAL TAX SALE

PURSUANT TO COURT ORDERS, THE FOLLOWING REAL PROPERTY WILL BE OFFERED 
FOR SALE FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 22, 2023 AT 9:00 A.M. E.D.S.T., AT THE HUMAN SERVICES 
BUILDING, MPR#15, 525 BOYD’S SCHOOL RD., GETTYSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING TERMS:  

TERMS OF SALE: In the case of all properties selling for fifty dollars ($50.00) or less, cash in the 
form of currency of the United States must be paid in full at the time the property is struck down.  
In the case of properties for which more than fifty dollars ($50.00) has been bid, the sum of fifty 
dollars ($50.00) cash in the form of currency of the United States must be paid with the balance 
being paid by a check on a bank or other satisfactory payment when the property is struck down.  
If the balance of the purchase price is not paid for any reason (for example, if a check is not paid), 
the fifty dollars ($50.00) cash paid shall be forfeited as liquidated damages.

It is strongly urged that the prospective purchasers have an examination made of the title of 
any property in which they may be interested.  Every reasonable effort has been made to keep the 
proceedings free from error.  However, in every case the tax claim bureau is selling the taxable 
interest and the property is offered for sale by the tax claim bureau without guarantee or warranty 
whatsoever.

The starting bid for each property shall be all tax claim bureau costs associated to the property as 
of the date of sale.

The property so struck down will be settled before the next property is offered for sale. Deeds 
for the premises will be prepared by the tax claim bureau and recorded. buyer(s) will be required 
to pay, in addition to tax claim bureau costs at the time the property is struck down, the basic sum 
for preparing and recording the deed, and the costs of such realty transfer stamps as required (1.19 
of the assessed value x 2%).  The tax claim bureau will mail the deeds to the address given by the 
purchaser.

A property will not be sold if the delinquent taxes and all costs are paid prior to the sale.

There is no redemption after the property is sold and all sales will be final.  No adjustments will 
be made after the property is struck down.

An owner shall have no right to purchase his own property at judicial sale under the provisions 
of 72 p.s. § 5860.618.  “Owner” is defined as any individual, partner, shareholder, trust, 
partnership, limited partnership, corporation or any other business association that has any 
individual as part of the business association who had any ownership interest or rights in the 
property.

The purpose of this sale is to dispose at public sale the following parcels of real estate, which 
were previously advertised for public sale in this publication on July 26, 2022.

COURT        TOWNSHIP/      PARCEL NUMBER OWNER/REPUTED
ORDER                BOROUGH            OWNER
NO.                       
2023-SU-0479     Liberty       25AA0-0210---000   MCCLURE DANIEL C                
2023-SU-0477     Menallen       29F05-0078---001 WIDMAYER BRIAN                    
2023-SU-0480     Carroll Valley      43018-0061---000 KRENSKY STEVEN      

NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE TAX SALE BIDDERS

IN ACCORDANCE WITH ACT NO 133 P.L. 1368, NO 542 (AMENDED JUNE 30, 2021), 
PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS AT ALL TAX SALES MUST APPEAR AND REGISTER AT THE 
ADAMS COUNTY TAX CLAIM BUREAU, 117 BALTIMORE STREET, ROOM 202, GETTYSBURG, 
PA 17325, NOT LESS THAN TEN (10) DAYS BEFORE THE SCHEDULED UPSET TAX SALE 
(SEPTEMBER 12, 2023 4:30 PM E.D.S.T).  IN ORDER TO REGISTER, THE PROSPECTIVE 
PURCHASER MUST SUBMIT AN APPLICATION THAT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION:

1. IF THE APPLICANT IS AN INDIVIDIUAL, THE INDIVIDUAL’S NAME, RESIDENTIAL 
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER; 

2. IF THE APPLICANT IS NOT AN INDIVIDUAL, THE APPLICANT’S NAME, INCLUDING 
THE NAME OF ALL OFFICERS, BUSINESS ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER;

3. IF THE APPLICANT IS A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, THE NAMES, BUSINESS 
ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS OF ALL MEMBERS, MANAGERS AND ANY OTHER 
PERSONS WITH ANY OWNERSHIP INTEREST OR RIGHT IN THE LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY;

4. AN AFFIDAVIT STATING THAT THE APPLICANT:
a. IS NOT DELINQUENT IN PAYING REAL ESTATE TAXES TO ANY TAXING DISTRICT 

IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA AND THAT THE APPLICANT HAS NO 
MUNICIPAL UTILITY BILLS THAT ARE NOT MORE THAN ONE (1) YEAR OUTSTANDING 
ANYWHERE IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA;

b.  IS NOT BIDDING FOR OR ACTING AS AN AGENT FOR A PERSON WHO IS BARRED 
FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE UPSET SALE;

c.  HAS NOT, WITHIN THE THREE (3) YEARS PRECEDING THE FILING OF THE 
APPLICATION, ENGAGE IN A COURSE OF CONDUCT OR PERMITTED AN UNCORRECTED 
HOUSING CODE VIOLATION TO CONTINUE UNABATED AFTER BEING CONVICTED OF AN 
UNCORRECTED HOUSING CODE VIOLATION AND HAS NOT EITHER:

i.  FAILED TO MAINTAIN PROPERTY OWNED BY THE APPLICANT IN A REASONABLE 
MANNER SUCH THAT THE PROPERTY POSED A THREAT TO HEALTH, SAFETY OR 
PROPERTY; OR

ii.  PERMITTED THE USE OF PROPERTY IN AN UNSAFE, ILLEGAL OR UNSANITARY 
MANNER SUCH THAT THE PROPERTY POSED A THREAT TO HEALTH, SAFETY OR 
PROPERTY; AND

d.  UNDERSTANDS THAT AN APPLICANT WHO SIGNS A BIDDER REGISTRATION 
APPLICATION KNOWING THAT IT CONTAINS A FALSE STATEMENT AND WHO CAUSES 
IT TO  BE FILED WITH THE ADAMS COUNTY TAX CLAIM BUREAU SHALL BE SUBJECT TO 
PROSECUTION FOR THE COMMISSION OF A MISDEMEANOR OF THE SECOND DEGREE 
IN VIOLATION OF 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904(a) (RELATING TO UNSWORN FALSIFICATION TO 
AUTHORITIES).

e.  IF THE APPLICANT IS NOT AN INDIVIDUAL, DOCUMENTATION THAT THE SIGNER 
HAS THE AUTHORITY TO ACT ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT, AND THE INDIVIDUAL 
APPEARING IN PERSON TO REGISTER IS THE SIGNER OF THE APPLICATION OR 
OTHERWISE AUTORIZED TO ACT ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT.

f.  NO INDIVIDUAL WHOSE LANDLORD LICENSE HAS BEEN REVOKED IN A 
MUNICIPALITY PUSUANT TO ITS ORDINANCE MAY PURCHASE PROPERTY IN THE 
COUNTY IN WHICH THE LOCAL MUNICIPALITY IS LOCATED AT A TAX SALE UNDER THIS 
ACT.

APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED BEGINNING AUGUST 1, 2023 BY CONTACTING THE 
ADAMS COUNTY TAX SERVICES DEPARTMENT, 717-337-9837; 117 BALTIMORE STREET, 
ROOM 202, GETTYSBURG, PA 17325 OR VIA THE ADAMS COUNTY WEBSITE www.
adamscountypa.gov.  APPLICATIONS MUST BE NOTARIZED PRIOR TO SUBMISSION TO THE 
ADAMS COUNTY TAX CLAIM BUREAU.

    David K James, III
    Solicitor, Tax Claim Bureau

    Daryl G Crum
    Director, Tax Claim Bureau

NOTICE OF PUBLIC TAX SALE
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If Adams County is a representative average of the 67 counties, then as many as 
15,000 properties are put at risk each year.  Too many of them belong to families 
who, despite having paid off the mortgages on their homes, still owe allegiance to 
the school district for their yearly tax.  Your home is never your own as long as it 
can be seized by the sheriff for unpaid school property taxes. 
 
Pennsylvania boasts that it levies no tax on retirement income.  Try telling that to 
any of your constituents living on Social Security who are in danger of losing their 
home because they are not able to pay the school tax from their retirement 
income.  And, according to the National Institute on Retirement Security, 40% of 
retired Americans rely solely on Social Security. 
 
Worse, school districts abuse their authority to tax. 
 
I live in a mostly rural county in southcentral Pennsylvania.  My school district has 
a yearly budget of a little over $70M.  By law, Act 48 of 2003, the district is limited 
to keeping a reserve account, or Unassigned Reserve, of no more than 8% of its 
yearly budget, or no more than about $5.6M, in order to be allowed to raise the 
school property tax rate. 
 
In reviewing the yearly audits for the district, I was stunned to see that their 
Unassigned Fund account had been $8M, $9M, even close to $10M for several 
years. I discovered this was accomplished by a system of overbudgeting and then 
underspending in almost every budget category, and tucking $1.5M in a 
management reserve account that was never needed.  Yet every year the district 
asked for a tax increase because the projected revenues for the next year would 
not meet the needs of the grossly inflated projected budgeted expenses. 
 
It was not until I started to shine a light on this skewed budgeting process, both 
through public comment at school board meetings and with editorials in the local 
paper, that the district administration began to reign in this practice. 
 
Lest you be tempted to think that this is just an anomaly for one rural school board, 
you would be mistaken. 
 
The Pennsylvania Auditor General recently released a report (January 2023) in 
which he chose to audit 12 school districts in urban, suburban and rural areas to 
assess their budgeting processes.  Each of them was selected because they had 
asked for and received an Act 1 exemption yet had substantial fund balances for 
the period assessed (2017 through 2021).   
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Incredibly, he found that in every one of those school districts the same sort of 
manipulation of budget numbers as has occurred in my school district had also 
occurred in those.  The media announced the audit report under a headline, 
“School districts tuck money in reserve accounts to justify need for tax increases, 
audit finds.” 
 
According to the Auditor General, “it’s not a stretch to say that it’s happening 
across the commonwealth.” 
 
But the school property tax crisis is more complicated and more damaging than 
that.  And the Commonwealth Court in its decision recognized the urgency to repair 
it.  To quote from the President Judge’s decision (p.769): 
 

“… it is evident to the Court that the current system of funding 
public education has disproportionately, negatively impacted 
students who attend schools in low-wealth school districts. This 
disparity is the result of a funding system that is heavily 
dependent on local tax revenue, which benefits students in high-
wealth districts.” 

 
It is stunning just how huge that disparity is.  According to the PDE Annual Financial 
Report revenue database, the percentage of property tax contribution to total 
school district funding ranges from 81% (Lower Merion SD in Montgomery County) 
to only 6% (Duquesne City SD in Allegheny County).  What justification is there for 
taxpayers to be treated so inequitably by the state? 
 
Such a level of disparity CANNOT be fixed. 
 
The school property tax system of funding public schools is irretrievably broken, 
totally unfair to students and taxpayers alike, and MUST be replaced. 
 



I wanted to personally thank BEFC co-chairs, Senator Phillips-Hill, Representative Sturla and 
the entire commission for permitting us to testify today to discuss a school funding change in 
light of a recent Commonwealth Court Decision.  
 
Our team, the bipartisan Property Tax Elimination Working Group came about as a result of an 
August 2019 policy hearing in Lebanon, PA.  After years of abject frustration in studying 
potential solutions to the property tax elimination and the funding formula, I had asked that the 
policy meeting on property taxes be held.  I had planned on summarizing the work that had been 
done, the complexity of the issues at hand, the economic interrelationships with the issue and 
pronouncing that the issue was not solvable and to announce my retirement from the legislator so 
that I could work with citizens to build consensus. 
 
However, during that meeting, the Executive Director of the Independent Fiscal Office 
responded to a question concerning a property tax elimination bill that I had introduced 
previously. His response, indicating the fiscal soundness of the plan, breathed new life into our 
efforts and the bipartisan Property Tax Elimination Working Group came about. 
 
Clearly, as a retired legislator and someone deeply involved in this particular effort, I understand 
completely how difficult your job is.  I applaud ALL of you for your efforts and the efforts of 
your staff. 
 
In 2021, I introduced HB-13 with the following co-sponsorship memo which stated: 
 
“This is a unique co-sponsorship memo concerning property tax elimination. 

I would humbly ask that you NOT cosponsor this bill on property tax elimination until we meet 
personally to discuss all of the nuances in this very complex piece of legislation.  My hope is that 
you will agree with me to meet to discuss and then hopefully cosponsor. 

Currently, there is a case before the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court concerning the fair 
funding of schools in the Commonwealth.  It is virtually impossible to determine how a court 
will rule; however, Pennsylvania’s education funding is so complex and archaic that a judicial 
decision would likely be reams of paper in the making.  It is also very likely that the Court will 
direct the legislature to fix the system of funding.   

HB-13 provides the needed legislative solution to modernize education funding as well as 
eliminate school property taxes.  It will end the archaic reliance on property taxes, and transition 
to fair and equitable funding sources for our education system. 

As background, property tax elimination has been discussed for decades with no end in sight. 

After an extensive number of meetings with stakeholders over the past four years to determine 
why property tax elimination has not been achieved, it became apparent that the complexity of 
the funding model is so intertwined and convoluted that any previous solution would have 
created havoc for a protracted period of time.  Candidly, the solutions were, in essence, worse 
than the problem being solved in the minds of those affected.” 



As a result, in our property tax elimination bill, we have attempted to address a wide range of 
stakeholder concerns by incorporating balanced solutions in my bill to eliminate the school 
property tax. 

The critical issues that my thousands of hours of personal research and a lifetime personally in 
the classroom and administering a school for children with emotional and behavioral problems, 
causes me to encourage you to consider these complexities. 

First, I was relatively certain that the Commonwealth Court was not going to provide a solution 
but rather have the legislature develop the solution.  This is apparent because the difficulties I 
encountered would have also been uncovered by the Courts.  Our state is just too diverse to 
proscribe an easy solution. 

Our research indicates the following: 

1. The school funding crisis took decades, if not centuries to develop and, as such, solutions 
must be far-reaching and will take 5-10 to implement to preclude massive disruptions to 
our diverse state and economies. 

2. The current rate of increase in school property taxes is unsustainable.  Unchanged, 
Pennsylvania residents will continue to lose their homes to this hostile school property 
tax or choose to leave the Commonwealth to avoid it.  The most recent Demographics 
Outlook shows a rapidly expanding retiree (age 65+) population whose growing costs fall 
on a contracting working-age (age 20-64) population.  This bill must move forward 
because it eliminates the unsustainable school property tax yet ensures that no single 
segment of population in this Commonwealth shoulders the entire burden. 

3. The cost drivers of education costs include: 
a. PSERS pension contributions 
b. Parental involvement or lack of involvement in their child’s education. 
c. Transfers in and out of the classroom during the course of an academic year 
d. Mandates, either self-imposed or directed legislatively or by the executive branch or 

federal government 
e. Needs of children with disabilities since federal funding has fallen massively short of 

the IDEA Act levels of 40% 
f. Facilities maintenance 
g. Capabilities of the specific educator. 
h. Hold harmless agreements 
i. Lack of internal controls for school districts under the COSO standards 
j. Lack of effective measures of effectiveness for determining success (ie statewide 

assessments may not be effective) 
4. School debt is a direct liability of ALL of the property tax base in a district 
5. As referenced in our Financial Rescue Caucus (see youtube for series), the sales and 

income taxes are more predictable and sustainable than previously mentioned. 
6. The inability to deal with the hold-harmless programs set up complicates any solution. 
7. Any solution, not well balanced, will lead to further lawsuits and likely suboptimal 

solutions. 



8. Many school business officers lack the experience necessary to deal with a rapidly 
changing economic funding model without severe disruptions. 

Co-chair and committee, the information in my handouts to you also include the IFO letters on 
the property tax elimination bill, the impact of out-migration of younger people in PA and the in-
migration of older citizens, the “effective lien” of school debt on the tax bases of each school 
district, a reference source for specific aspects of the bill as well as other background documents 
relating to the points above. 

Finally, my deep gratitude to you all for your willingness to tackle this difficult task and I look 
forward to answering any questions you might have. 
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INDEPENDENT FISCAL OFFICE 

April 16, 2021 

 

The Honorable Francis X. Ryan  

Pennsylvania House of Representatives  

149A East Wing, Main Capitol Building  

Harrisburg, PA 17120  

 

Dear Representative Ryan: 
 

Thank you for your recent request that asks the Independent Fiscal Office (IFO) to provide updates to prior 

requests that were published November 2017 and September 2019.1 This letter uses the same data sources 

and methodologies used in those analyses to provide updated estimates. The updated tables are as follows. 

Table 1 provides the latest IFO baseline for school district property taxes. This baseline was released by 

the office in February 2021. 

Table 2 provides detail on the estimated costs of major programs that provide services to Pennsylvania 

seniors from FY 2018-19 to FY 2020-21. The major program costs include (1) the portion of Medicaid and 

long-term living appropriations administered by the Department of Human Services attributable to residents 

age 65 and older, (2) additional Lottery-funded programs administered by the Departments of Aging, 

Revenue and Transportation and (3) funding for Veterans Homes in the Department of Military and Veterans 

Affairs. The cost estimates are broken out by type of funding (state, federal or lottery funds). This analysis 

does not include any state or federal expenditures for non-Medicaid programs without age restrictions (e.g., 

public safety, state parks, food and nutrition assistance). These programs generally benefit seniors along 

with the overall population. Also excluded are state funds for the Public School Employees’ Retirement 

System (PSERS) and state employee pension and retiree healthcare benefits. 

The analysis estimates that total senior program spending for all funds was $8.20 billion in FY 2018-19 and 

is projected to grow to $10.19 billion in FY 2020-21. Federal funds in FY 2019-20 and FY 2020-21 reflect 

the temporary increase in the Federal Medical Assistance Percentage (FMAP) used to reimburse states for 

Medicaid program costs (effective January 1, 2020 until the termination of the national public health 

emergency declaration related to the COVID-19 pandemic). Likewise, federal funding for DMVA in these 

two fiscal years include COVID relief funds that total $5.0 million and $5.8 million, respectively. In the 

Lottery Fund, the transfer for the Property Tax Rent Rebate (PTRR) program that would have occurred in 

 
1 See http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/Response_Letter_9_23_2019.pdf, 

http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/Response-Letter-9-30-2019.pdf and 

http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/SR2017-05.pdf.  

http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/
http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/Response_Letter_9_23_2019.pdf
http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/Response-Letter-9-30-2019.pdf
http://www.ifo.state.pa.us/download.cfm?file=Resources/Documents/SR2017-05.pdf
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FY 2020-21 was shifted into FY 2019-20. These factors contribute to the increase in the federal share of 

senior program expenditures from 46.4% in FY 2018-19 to 54.2% in FY 2020-21 (projected).  

Table 3 provides updates for estimates of General Fund revenues remitted by seniors by major tax type. 

For this purpose, the IFO did not consider indirect taxes that are levied on a business and passed through 

to shareholders, workers or consumers (e.g., corporate net income, insurance premiums and financial 

institutions), mid-sized or smaller tax types (e.g., realty transfer) and taxes not based on income or 

consumption (e.g., inheritance). The analysis also did not consider local earned income or sales taxes. 

Based on these criteria, Table 3 includes the following General Fund taxes: (1) state personal income tax, 

(2) state sales and use tax, (3) gross receipts taxes, (4) all tobacco product taxes and (5) liquor and malt 

beverage taxes. For all consumption taxes, the analysis assumes that taxes are passed through to final 

consumers via higher prices. 

Because they are part of the larger request, the analysis also displays estimated school district property 

taxes remitted by senior homeowners, and those amounts are itemized separately in Table 3. Senior renters 

would also effectively remit property tax, but it is not clear how much of the property tax is passed through 

to renters. Moreover, the analysis did not assume that businesses pass property taxes through to final 

consumers, when in fact some portion would be effectively borne by senior consumers. Other major General 

Fund tax revenues are also displayed in Table 3 but are not apportioned to senior residents. 

The analysis estimates that seniors remitted between $4.6 to $5.4 billion of General Fund revenues for 

these five revenue sources for FY 2018-19. For FY 2020-21, the projected range is $4.8 to $5.6 billion 

(excludes tax revenues shifted into the year). Those dollar amounts comprise 16.3% to 19.3% of taxes 

included in this analysis. The bottom of Table 3 lists other taxes not directly included in the analysis. Based 

on data from the American Community Survey (ACS) and Pennsylvania Department of Education, the 

analysis assumes that homeowners remit 57.5% of total school district property taxes. Of that amount, the 

analysis assumes that seniors remit 29% to 32%. If those assumptions hold, then senior homeowners 

remitted $2.4 to $2.7 billion of school district property taxes (excludes Act 1 allocations) for FY 2018-19 

and the same amounts for FY 2020-21.2 

It is noted that school district property tax effectively remitted by senior renters is excluded. To provide 

context regarding a potential order of magnitude for those payments, a hypothetical example is as follows: 

If owners of residential rental units remit 10% to 15% ($1.5 to $2.2 billion) of all school district property 

tax and if all property tax on rental units was passed through to renters, then Consumer Expenditure Survey 

(CEX) data suggest that senior renters might effectively pay one-fifth of that amount ($290 to $440 million) 

for FY 2020-21. 

Table 4 provides Pennsylvania net migration data across seven age groups from 2013 to 2019. The data 

reflect both international and domestic net migration. For all years, net international migration was positive 

(inflows exceed outflows) while net domestic migration was negative. The data from Table 4 are computed 

as a residual based on published U.S. Census data. For example, total net migration for 2017 was computed 

as follows: 2017 population less 2016 population less 2017 births plus 2017 deaths. It is noted that these 

data are preliminary and will be revised after the Census Bureau has completed the 2020 Census. 

 
2 These amounts are prior to any deductions through the Property Tax Rent Rebate program. Data for 2018 show that 
260,000 elderly homeowners claimed $109.4 million of property tax rebates. 
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Table 5 provides a summary of state income tax treatment of retirement income for 2021. As shown by 

the table, Pennsylvania is one of 28 states with a personal income tax that do not tax Social Security income 

and one of three states that do not tax public and private pensions. 

Table 6 provides updated estimates for potential revenue sources that could replace school district 

property taxes if they were eliminated. Language for this proposal was submitted to our office in 2019. 

Relevant notes for the estimates are as follows: 

▪ As with the prior analysis, the estimates should be viewed as approximations only. They do not 

incorporate effective dates or a compliance phase-in. In addition, the estimates are not reduced 

for administrative costs, which would likely be significant under this proposal.  

▪ The estimates include the impact of changes in behavior and compliance at full implementation for 

each of the proposed tax rates. 

▪ The additional sales and use tax (SUT) would be imposed at the local level, similar to the existing 

local SUT in Philadelphia and Allegheny counties. Unlike the state tax, which is imposed at the point 

of use, the local taxes are imposed at the point of sale and only apply to purchases originating in 

those counties. Local tax is not collected on sales shipped into those counties by out-of-state (or 

out-of-county) sellers. Imposing the tax with the same local situs could materially reduce collections 

(10% to 15%). The projections included in the enclosed table assume the new SUT (including that 

imposed on food and clothing) is imposed at the state level. 

▪ The SUT estimates assume that any increase in the SUT rate would coincide with a revenue neutral 

adjustment to the SUT transfers for public transportation. In other words, public transportation 

would not receive a funding windfall from an increase in the tax rate. 

▪ The SUT estimates for clothing and food assume that the new 2% tax is only imposed on those 

items not subject to the current 6% tax. 

▪ The additional personal income tax (PIT) would be collected at the local level, similar to the existing 

local earned income tax (EIT). The Department of Revenue devotes significant resources to 

ensuring compliance with PIT laws, including the matching of state returns with federal tax data. 

Since local collectors lack these resources, imposing the tax at the local level would likely produce 

reduced collections. The PIT estimates included in the enclosed table are calculated using the 

current state tax base and assume that the tax would be collected at the state level. 

▪ Under current Pennsylvania law, employee contributions to qualified retirement accounts are 

subject to PIT, but qualified distributions from those accounts (including employer contributions 

and earnings) are exempt from tax. If Pennsylvania were to impose PIT on retirement income 

(excluding Social Security), employee contributions already subject to tax under prior law would 

be deductible. Assuming that under the proposal, contributions to retirement accounts would now 

be exempt and distributions would be taxable (consistent with federal tax law), Pennsylvania would 

immediately lose the PIT paid on new employee contributions (tax is now delayed until retirement). 

These transition issues are incorporated into the Retirement Income forecast (see table) and will 

resolve slowly over the next 30 to 40 years. 
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If you have any questions regarding the tables or estimates provided, please do not hesitate to contact my 

office (717-230-8293). Per the policy of the IFO, this letter will be posted to the office website three days 

after transmittal to your office. 

Sincerely, 

 

Matthew J. Knittel 

Director, Independent Fiscal Office 

Attachments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actual

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26

Current-Year $13,930 $14,301 $14,109 $14,595 $15,155 $15,795 $16,405 $16,985

Act 1 Allocations
1

533 534 535 535 535 535 535 535

Delinquent
2

551 565 488 616 618 622 645 668

Total 15,014 15,400 15,131 15,746 16,308 16,952 17,585 18,188

Note: Dollar amounts in millions.

1 Actuals through FY 2020-21. Estimated at $535 million thereafter.

2 Reported by PDE for FY 2018-19. Estimated by IFO thereafter.

Table 1

Estimate Forecast

School District Property Tax Forecast
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2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

Actual Actual Enacted

  Department of Aging:

     State
1
……………………………………………………………………………….$25,771 $2,056 $2,108

     Lottery
2
……………………………………………………………………………520,470 465,464 474,398

     Federal
3
…………………………………………………………………………..158,702 174,564 105,261

  Department of Human Services:

     State
4
……………………………………………………………………………….3,043,345 3,239,239 3,554,224

     Lottery
5
…………………………………………………………………………….372,355 337,513 352,466

     Federal
6
…………………………………………………………………………..3,581,971 4,537,251 5,334,755

  Department of Revenue:

     Lottery
7
…………………………………………………………………………..155,343 288,372 0

  Department of Transportation:

     Lottery
8
…………………………………………………………………………..165,429 170,907 170,907

  Department of Military and Veterans Affairs:

     State
9
……………………………………………………………………………..116,356 112,461 109,803

     Federal
9,10

………………………………………………………………………….62,614 78,153 86,768

Total State............................................... 3,185,472 3,353,756 3,666,135

Total Lottery............................................. 1,213,597 1,262,256 997,771

Total Federal............................................ 3,803,287 4,789,968 5,526,784

Total All Funds....................................... 8,202,356 9,405,980 10,190,690

10 FY 2019-20 and 2020-21 include COVID relief funds that total $5.0 million and $5.8 million, respectively.

Table 2

Program Funding for Pennsylvania Seniors ($000s)

1 Includes appropriations from the Tobacco Settlement Fund (TSF) and the Pharmaceutical Assistance Fund.

2 Includes funding to administer PENNCARE, Pre-Admission Assessment, Caregiver Support, Alzheimer's Outreach, 

Pharmaceutical Assistance Fund and Grants to Senior Centers appropriations.

3 Includes appropriations from the TSF.

4.Includes General Fund and TSF funding for MA - Long-Term Care, MA - Community HealthChoices, MA -

Capitation, MA - Fee-for-Service, Home and Community-Based Services, Long-Term Care Managed Care and

Payment to Federal Government - Medicare Drug Program appropriations.

5 Includes MA - Long-Term Care, Home and Community-Based Services, MA - Community HealthChoices and MA -

Transportation Services.

6 Includes MA - Long-Term Care, MA - Community HealthChoices, MA - Home and Community-Based Services and

MA - Long-Term Care Managed Care. 

7.Estimated Property Tax Rent Rebate (PTRR) funding attributable to recipients age 65 and older is based on

Department of Revenue PTRR statistical report data. The transfer to the Lottery Fund for the PTRR program that

would have occurred in FY 2020-21 was shifted into FY 2019-20.

8 Includes Transfer to Public Transportation Trust Fund and Older Pennsylvanians Shared Rides appropriations.

9 Veterans Homes funding attributable to residents age 65 and older.
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Total Total

Revenue Source Low High Amount Low High Amount Low High

State Personal Income 13.0% 16.0% $14,096 $1,832 $2,255 $14,472 $1,881 $2,316

State Sales and Use 20.0 23.0 11,100 2,220 2,553 12,167 2,433 2,798

Gross Receipts 21.0 24.0 1,250 263 300 1,002 210 240

All Tobacco 15.0 18.0 1,249 187 225 1,066 160 192

Liquor and Malt Beverage 19.0 22.0 405 77 89 435 83 96

Total or Weighted Average 16.3 19.3 28,100 4,579 5,422 29,142 4,768 5,642

Other Major Taxes

Homeowner SD Prop Tax 29.0% 32.0% $8,327 $2,415 $2,665 $8,393 $2,434 $2,686

Corporate Net Income n.a. n.a. 3,398 n.a. n.a. 3,400 n.a. n.a.

Insurance Premiums n.a. n.a. 444 n.a. n.a. 424 n.a. n.a.

Bank Shares n.a. n.a. 380 n.a. n.a. 382 n.a. n.a.

Realty Transfer n.a. n.a. 534 n.a. n.a. 585 n.a. n.a.

Inheritance n.a. n.a. 1,054 n.a. n.a. 1,128 n.a. n.a.

Note: Millions of dollars. FY 2020-21 revenues adjusted for monies shifted into year due to delayed due dates. Only direct and consumption

taxes included. Business taxes such as corporate net income, bank shares and insurance premiums were not included for the purpose of

this analysis. Analysis assumes all sales-use and gross receipts taxes remitted by businesses are fully passed forward to consumers.

Property taxes remitted by businesses are not included. School district property tax excludes Act 1 allocations and assumes 57.5% of tax is

remitted by homeowners.

Source: Tax revenues from IFO Official Revenue Estimate and do not include amounts transferred to special funds. Data used to inform

shares are from various sources including: federal tax data published by state (Internal Revenue Service), Consumer Expenditure Survey for

northeast consumers and consumers age 65 or older (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) and the American Community Survey (U.S. Census

Bureau).

Table 3

Pennsylvania Senior Share of Tax Revenues

FY 2018-19 FY 2020-21 (Estimate)

Share Age 65+ Estimated Senior Estimated Senior

Age Group 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

0 to 17 7,775 8,707 8,434 7,817 12,161 13,550 9,825

18 to 24 -6,894 -7,656 -9,538 -9,282 -8,437 -6,501 -7,710

25 to 34 4,882 3,221 2,063 4,361 6,864 8,496 6,970

35 to 44 1,939 1,587 627 1,080 2,916 4,306 2,636

45 to 54 -1,100 -1,397 -2,414 -3,477 -2,592 -1,357 -1,306

55 to 64 -2,898 -3,287 -4,456 -5,861 -3,955 -3,049 -3,750

65+ -6,233 -3,511 -6,652 -3,821 -3,795 -3,084 -3,152

Total -2,529 -2,336 -11,936 -9,183 3,162 12,361 3,513

Table 4

Pennsylvania International and Domestic Net Migration

Census Year Ending July 1

Source: IFO computations based on U.S. Census Bureau data.
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State Private Pensions Gov't Pensions Social Security 

Alabama limited exemption exempt exempt

Alaska n.a. n.a. n.a.

Arizona fully taxable $2,500 exempt

Arkansas $6,000 $6,000 exempt

California fully taxable fully taxable exempt

Colorado $20,000/$24,000 $20,000/$24,000 $20,000/$24,000

Connecticut limited exemption/42% limited exemption/42% income dependent

Delaware $2,000/$12,500 $2,000/$12,500 exempt

District of Columbia fully taxable fully taxable exempt

Florida n.a. n.a. n.a.

Georgia $35,000/$65,000 $35,000/$65,000 exempt

Hawaii limited exemption exempt exempt

Idaho fully taxable $34,332 exempt

Illinois exempt exempt exempt

Indiana fully taxable limited exemption exempt

Iowa $6,000 $6,000 exempt

Kansas fully taxable exempt income dependent

Kentucky $31,110 $31,110/exempt exempt

Louisiana $6,000 $6,000/exempt exempt

Maine $10,000 $10,000 exempt

Maryland $33,100 $33,100 exempt

Massachusetts fully taxable exempt exempt

Michigan limited exemption limited exemption exempt

Minnesota fully taxable limited exemption income dependent

Mississippi exempt exempt exempt

Missouri $6,000 $38,437 income dependent

Montana $4,370 $4,370 income dependent

Nebraska fully taxable limited exemption income dependent

Nevada n.a. n.a. n.a.

New Hampshire n.a. n.a. n.a.

New Jersey $75,000 $75,000 exempt

New Mexico fully taxable fully taxable same as federal

New York $20,000 exempt exempt

North Carolina fully taxable limited exemption exempt

North Dakota fully taxable limited exemption income dependent

Ohio $200 credit limited exemption exempt

Oklahoma $10,000 $10,000 exempt

Oregon limited exemption limited exemption exempt

Pennsylvania exempt exempt exempt

Rhode Island $15,000 $15,000 income dependent

South Carolina $3,000/$10,000 $3,000/$10,000 exempt

South Dakota n.a. n.a. n.a.

Tennessee n.a. n.a. n.a.

Texas n.a. n.a. n.a.

Utah $450 credit $450 credit same as federal

Vermont fully taxable fully taxable income dependent

Virginia fully taxable fully taxable exempt

Washington n.a. n.a. n.a.

West Virginia fully taxable limited exemption/$2,000 income dependent

Wisconsin $5,000 limited exemption/$5,000 exempt

Wyoming n.a. n.a. n.a.

Table 5

State Income Tax Treatment of Retirement Income

Note: Reflects tax year 2021 maximum allowable deductions for single filer or head of household aged 65 or older.

States that have no personal income tax on wages are denoted as n.a. Where applicable, lower deduction limit reflects

amount for residents under age 65.

Source: National Conference of State Legislatures, Bloomberg BNA State Tax and CCH Smart Charts as of Feb 2021.
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2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26

Additional SUT
1

1.50% $2,794 $3,003 $3,112 $3,213 $3,313 $3,416 $3,522

2.00% 3,706    3,984    4,128    4,262    4,395    4,532    4,672    

Food
2

2.00% 575       607       638       660       682       705       729       

Clothing
3

2.00% 252       265       278       287       297       306       316       

Additional PIT
4

1.85% 8,019    8,107    8,428    8,844    9,235    9,638    10,056  

Retirement Income
5

4.92% 1,246    1,323    1,383    1,471    1,561    1,652    1,751    

State Share 3.07% 778      825      863      918      974      1,031    1,092    

Local Share 1.85% 469      497      520      553      587      621      658      

5.Retirement income tax of 4.92% (3.07% state tax and 1.85% local) net of previously taxed employee contributions and

excluding Social Security. Moving forward, assumes that all retirement income will be taxed upon distribution.

Table 6

Options to Fund School District Property Tax Elimination

Note: Millions of dollars. Estimates are long-term and assume an effective date prior to FY 2019-20.

1.New statewide SUT rates would be 7.5% or 8.0% respectively. The new rates for Philadelphia would be 9.5% or 10.0%.

The new rates for Allegheny County would be 8.5% or 9.0%. Estimates are calculated using the current state SUT base. The

existing local SUTs are point of sale taxes and are only imposed on sales originating in those counties. If the new tax is

imposed with the same situs, tax collections will be materially lower (approximately 5% to 10%) because tax would not be

collected on e-commerce purchases from out of state sellers. Estimates assume that all transfers from SUT are adjusted to

a revenue neutral rate, i.e., special funds do not receive a windfall from the increased tax rate and are not reduced for

Department of Revenue administrative costs.

2.Excludes food purchased with Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and Women, Infants and Children

(WIC) benefits. Assumes foods already subject to the 6% state tax are excluded.

3.Assumes clothing and footwear already subject to the 6% state tax are excluded.

4.New PIT tax of 1.85% calculated using the existing state PIT base. The Department of Revenue devotes significant

resources to ensuring taxpayer compliance, including the matching of state returns with federal tax data. Since local

collectors lack these resources, actual collections would likely be lower than the provided estimates by an unknown amount.
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Introduction 
 
Thank you BEFC co-chairs, Senator Phillips-Hill, Representative Sturla and the entire commission for inviting us 
to testify today to discuss a school funding change that we feel you will find very intriguing. As previous 
testimony has confirmed, school funding is an extremely complex issue. Our team, the bipartisan Property Tax 
Elimination Working Group, has gone through a tremendous amount of analytics, and we feel that our 
solution provides the best way to do a transition from the current system and accounts for the need of school 
districts to evolve over time.  
 
Throughout these hearings, we've heard a lot of evidence and stories from all parts of the state on what is and 
is not working well with school funding but few have touched on the sources of funding. Today, I am sharing 
our bipartisan, grassroots-driven solution that can provide NOT ONLY the funding that may be needed now 
AND, in the future, but would also eliminate the most hated unjust tax in Pennsylvania, the School Property 
Tax." 
 
My name is Robert Kistler. I am a retired engineer having worked for Air Products, Western Electric, AT&T, Bell 
Labs, Lucent Technologies, Agere Systems, and LSI. Late in my career I took advantage of the Trade 
Adjustment Act (TAA) obtaining a Medical Technology degree from Penn State and subsequently obtained 
employment as a medical technologist.   
 
During 2010, I attended a property tax meeting where three of the speakers shared how they were blindsided 
by reassessments of their recently purchased homes, resulting in property taxes tripling or quadrupling. What 
I heard that day seemed unbelievable. Subsequently, listening to and learning about the struggles so many 
Pennsylvanians experience with finding the means to pay their property taxes couple with the profound 
inequality of local school real estate property taxes, I quickly became a resilient property tax activist, primarily 
driven by the desire to find a better system and end the injustice. 
 

Worst in Nation Funding Model 
 
Previous speaker, Mr. Bob Stilwell shared compelling arguments about the troubling unfairness of school 
funding. He touched upon the two book-end school districts with regard to local real estate property tax 
funding. One school district, Duquesne City, the taxpayers pay roughly 6% of total school funding, while at the 
other end of the spectrum, Lower Merion School District taxpayers pay 80% of total school funding. Please 
note, PASBO Executive Director Hannah Barrick stated a similar range during her testimony to the BEFC on 
September 28, 2023." 
 
Graph 1 shows the percentage of local real estate tax funding expressed as a percentage of all funding 
sources. As you can see, the range is from approximately 6% to 80%. If all local funding were considered, our 
numbers would be nearly identical to Director Barrick’s figures. While these two school districts lie at the 
extremities of the data range, they are not outliers.  
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Graph 1 
 

The second data set contained in Graph 1 is the percent state funding expressed as a percentage of all funding 
sources. The deviations are due to the variation in the other funding sources for each school district. 
Pennsylvania Department of Education Annual Financial Report (PDE AFR) revenue data includes four 
categories, Local, State, Federal, and Other. Local revenue data includes both real estate tax revenue and a 
myriad of other local taxes, for example, EIT. All of these vary by school district. 
 
The highly irrational disparities quantified here clearly show that funding from local real estate taxes cannot 
be fixed. The extreme variation of local tax bases coupled with Hold Harmless policy effectively lock in this 
extremely unjust and unfair local funding. Even if Hold Harmless were to be vacated, the local tax bases across 
the state would keep the horrendous disparity locked in.  The Commonwealth Court order clearly discusses 
that Pennsylvania relies far too heavily on property taxes for funding schools, something that has been 
overlooked in most if not all BEFC testimony to date. Applying a system of funding that meets student 
adequacy intrinsically demands that those funding the system (many parents and grandparents) be treated 
with evenhandedness. 
 

Robust Solution 
 
We have a plan that will achieve this while satisfying the biggest concerns of the Commonwealth Court order. 
The plan is known as the “School Property Tax Elimination Act.” It is a robust, grassroots, bipartisan solution 
that has been refined over the last decade. 
 
As you are aware, school real estate property taxes are collected in advance. Because of this, in the base year 
of implementing the “School Property Tax Elimination Act”, schools will realize a one-time cash infusion of 
roughly 75% of annual school real estate taxes collected. For the year 2019 when the “School Property Tax 
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Elimination Act” was first introduced, that number was approximately $9 billion. Today, this number is roughly 
$11.5B. Much of the BEFC testimony has expressed the need for significant money in order to achieve 
adequacy. If it is determined that additional funding is needed, the Court has made it clear that property taxes 
are not the answer. Our plan not only provides a formula that eliminates dependency on school property 
taxes, but it can be easily adapted for additional revenue if deemed necessary.  
 
In addition to the cash infusion, in an attempt to understand the post implementation impact of the “School 
Property Tax Elimination Act” we ran a “backtest” analysis. If this legislation had been passed and 
implemented for the 2015-16 school year, we estimate that our solution would have provided schools with an 
estimated $7.7B over what was actually collected in school real estate property tax revenue. Had our plan 
been passed then, it would have resulted in fewer challenges for the BEFC committee to tackle. 
 
This analysis used Pennsylvania Independent Fiscal Office (IFO) revenue data applied to the funding spelled 
out in the “School Property Tax Elimination Act”. While we are not the IFO, the analysis in not rocket science 
and could be duplicated by anyone in this room. We do encourage the BEFC to add a request to verify our 
analysis in the IFO study approved by the commission at the October 5, 2023 Hazleton meeting. 
 
The “School Property Tax Elimination Act” would fund schools by increasing Sales and Use Tax (SUT) as well as 
Personal Income Tax (PIT). The IFO publishes revenue for both on a monthly basis. These reports include 
annual revenue collected. Thus, it is a simple matter of applying the tax rates specified in the “School Property 
Tax Elimination Act” to obtain the revenue that would be generated. 
 
Table 1 is the “backtest” analysis estimating the impact of implementing the “School Property Tax Elimination 
Act” in school year 2015-16. The table shows that the “School Property Tax Elimination Act” would have 
generated slightly more than $7.7B (backtest estimate) over what school real estate taxes generated for the 
same time frame. 
 

 
 

Table 1 
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The yellow highlighted lines in the table show revenue from the sources listed in the table. The light blue 
headers breakout out the revenue generators contained within the “School Property Tax Elimination Act”. The 
bulk of the revenue, about 85%, is generated by SUT and PIT base tax rate increases. Additional revenue 
generators are a 2% SUT on food and clothing (WIC and SNAP items excluded), and the extension of PIT to 
some retirement income. Military pensions and Social Security (or equivalents like Railroad Retirement, State 
Police “in lieu of” Social Security are not taxed up to the full Social Security entitlement. The embedded table 
on the right with dark blue header was provided by the IFO to former Representative Frank Ryan. This table 
can be found on the PA IFO website under the “Economics And Other” category. The report date is August 30, 
2021 (Property Tax Update). 
 
Graph 2 shows the estimated percent cumulative growth of the school replacement revenue generated by the 
“School Property Tax Elimination Act” along with actual school real estate property tax revenue growth and 
inflation. 
 

 
  

Graph 2 
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Graph 3 shows the estimated annual dollars generated by “School Property Tax Elimination Act” along with 
actual school real estate property tax revenue. 
 

  
 

Graph 3 

PIT Extension - Financial Windfall 
 
As previously mentioned, one of the revenue generators for the “School Property Tax Elimination Act” is an 
extension of PIT to some retirement income. There is no arguing that when the “School Property Tax 
Elimination Act” was first introduced in 2019, it created quite a stir and for some, an immediate but 
unfounded rejection of the Act.  
 
The reality is, “School Property Tax Elimination Act” is expected to raise about $1.49B per the IFO while senior 
property owners would experience roughly $3.34B in tax savings. That is a statewide windfall of roughly 
$1.84B (refer to Table 2 and 3 - PA IFO data). The actual windfall would be slightly higher if 2022-23 data was 
available in Table 2. Because most seniors would actually experience a financial win, our members began 
educating the public and we created a property tax estimator where any individual can determine their 
personal estimated impact. Between the education and the calculator (found at www.noprop.tax) when the 
“School Property Tax Elimination Act” was reintroduced during the 2021 legislative session, there was very 
little push back. The extension of PIT to some retirement income is a financial windfall for a large percentage 
of seniors, especially those living solely on Social Security. 
 

http://www.noprop.tax/
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Table 2 

 

 
Table 3 

 
 

Tax Shift Stability 
 
Some will argue that this just trades one tax for another and that SUT and PIT will have to be increased 
annually just as school real estate property taxes are now. This is decidedly not the case. SUT and PIT revenue 
“intrinsically” increases annually. This occurs due to job creation, wage growth, and product and services cost 
increases. This “natural” revenue increase is so dependable that SUT has remained flat for 55 years and PIT for 
19 years (See Graph 4). Historically, PIT has decreased and increased multiple times since inception. If SUT and 
PIT can partially fund an annually increasing state budget without the need for periodic tax increases, it 
certainly can run a subset of the budget, school funding using the same funding sources. 
 
A previous PA IFO analysis of HB1776 titled “Analysis of SB1776 and HB 1400 of 2012” dated September 25, 
2012 states, “The elimination of property taxes would significantly reduce the property tax share and would 
clearly increase the attractiveness of the Commonwealth for business location and expansion. (Page 25). 

Source: PA IFO - ECONOMICS AND OTHER - PROPERTY TAX UPDATE - August 30, 2021   

  Source: PA IFO - PROPERTY TAX - SCHOOL DISTRICT PROPERTY TAX UPDATE - June 28, 2023 
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Creating a business friending environment would generate additional sales and income revenue. Moving to a 
SUT / PIT funding model would also result in non-resident revenue, both which would serve to further 
enhance stability. 
 

 
 

Graph 4 
 

Because school funding would be moved to SUT and PIT revenue with no need for annual increases, those that 
are on the negative side of implementation will eventually flip to the positive side. Our calculator estimates 
the number of years needed for this to occur. Thus, over time, those experiencing a financial win will continue 
to increase. 
 

Additional Considerations 
 
A Retirement Security Task Force Report issued by Joseph M. Torsella, Pennsylvania State Treasurer stated 
that 40% of Pennsylvania retirees are forced to survive on Social Security ALONE as their sole source of 
income, averaging approximately $22,000 in year 2023  before Medicare cost is subtracted. Social Security is 
not taxable income under PA law, thus if an income tax replaces school property tax by schools, approximately 
40% of retirees would have $0 to tax. 
 
 In 2017, 44% of businesses offered no retirement plan, and of those who did, only 77% of their employees 
participated. Employees who left such employers without meeting vesting requirements risked losing any 
financial nest egg they had made. Among all other workers, including sole proprietors and immigrants with no 
access to an employer plan, only 5% opened an IRA on their own. Many, lacking training, gambled on a simple 
savings account with a paltry 0.01% annual interest rate, which would take 7,200 years to double their 
investment. The median worker today, of all ages, has literally saved $0 for retirement or unexpected events. 
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To retire, the task force recommended that an individual needs to accumulate a minimum of 12 times their 
final year's earnings in an IRA investment. When combined with Social Security, this can provide the funds 
needed to meet one's basic needs until age 100. For employees who managed some retirement savings, the 
average saved was about one year's salary. What will your earnings be per year at age 67 times 12? 
 
Families prioritize their financial obligations, and IRAs are ultimately delayed and dangerously underfunded. 
401Ks or any savings may have been needed to pay the bills during the COVID crisis. Decades of retirement 
investment and years of compounding gains have been lost for many. What will the plight of seniors look like 
in 20-30 years? 
 
Our proposed bill aims to eliminate school property taxes for a fairer way of funding, increasing school 
revenue naturally using inflation and discipline, with a tax system that can go decades without rate increases. 
No more school property taxes will be paid out of a Social Security check, rent, or monthly mortgage payment. 
Families, therefore, have a better chance to save seriously again. 
 
Moody's, in 2006, vetted a previous elimination bill and predicted that most of the billions of dollars remaining 
in residents' pockets would be spent on local businesses throughout the state, increasing business start-ups, 
jobs, salaries, and expanding the taxpayer base, which would increase state as well as school tax revenue. 
 
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court Judge Renée Cohn Jubelirer court order criticized Pennsylvania's current 
funding system for schools as being unconstitutional for over a decade and called for Harrisburg to replace it, 
not just offer another funding formula that will simply follow the same footsteps as the many past failures. 
 

Closing 
 
I want to thank the commission for inviting us and giving us the opportunity to share our plan. This plan 
elegantly solves today’s problems with school funding, tomorrow’s revenue growth, while satisfying the 
Commonwealth Court Order. 

 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Robert Kistler for the Property Tax Elimination Working Group. 



 

 

 
Chair Sturla, Chair Phillips-Hill, and members of the committee: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to offer my perspective on Pennsylvania’s basic education funding formula, which 
allocates education dollars to the state’s 500 school districts. The education policy team at Reason Foundation 
works extensively on school finance, producing actionable policy research and advising policymakers across states.  
 
Key School Finance Trends  

Public education is facing extraordinary challenges in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, with many school 
districts across the country experiencing deep enrollment declines and unsustainable budgets. To better equip 
policymakers for pivotal decisions that will shape generations to come, our forthcoming study, Public Education at a 
Crossroads, provides state and local officials in all 50 states with comprehensive data to help navigate the difficult 
decisions ahead. Using nearly two decades of school finance data (2002-2020) obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau 
and the National Center for Education Statistics, our study highlights several critical pre-pandemic education trends 
to help policymakers navigate these post-pandemic funding decisions.   

Notably, sizable increases in education funding in many states have not translated into higher teacher salaries. 
Instead, a prevailing trend in public schools is to add new staff, regardless of enrollment levels. Education dollars are 
also increasingly devoted to paying for employee benefits, a Census expenditure category that includes pension 
contributions, healthcare, Social Security, and other expenses. Separate research shows this spending is primarily 
driven by unfunded pension liabilities that many states have accumulated and continue to worsen.  

Finally, our study finds that additional investments in public education don’t automatically lead to improved student 
achievement on standardized tests. Comparing real funding growth between 2003 and 2019 and results on the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) did not show a clear or consistent relationship across states. 
For instance, New York had the largest increase in per-student funding, but its NAEP scores were essentially flat 
across subjects. In comparison, Arizona ranked near the bottom in per-student funding growth but saw NAEP score 
gains across all subjects examined, including substantial gains by its low-income students. 

To be sure, there’s much more to education than standardized test scores—and our research doesn’t determine 
what caused the observed trends in New York, Arizona, or other states—but NAEP is the gold standard in measuring 
academic achievement over time, and provides valuable information for policymakers.  

Pennsylvania’s K-12 finance trends largely mirror these national trends, as summarized in Table 1. For instance, the 

state’s inflation-adjusted revenue per student grew by 49%, the nation's fifth-highest growth rate during the period 



 

 

examined. Figure 1 shows this breakdown by funding source. Although funding increased by $7,089 per student, 

more than half of those new dollars—$3,588—went to spending on employee benefits. At the same time, total 

public school staff increased by over 10% despite a nearly 5% drop in student enrollment, as shown in Figure 2. 

Importantly, average teacher salary data indicate that the Keystone State’s new investments in K-12 education are 

not making their way to teachers’ paychecks, as inflation-adjusted salaries for Pennsylvania teachers declined nearly 

4% from 2002 to 2020.    

Table 1: Pennsylvania’s Public School Funding, Spending, and Enrollment Trends (2002-2020)  

Category  2002 2020 Growth Rate Growth Rank 2020 Rank 

Revenue Per Student  $14,435  $21,524  49.1% 6 5 

Benefits Per Student  $2,068  $5,656  173.6% 3 5 

Enrollment 1,821,627 1,732,449 -4.9% 39 7 

Total Staff  229,238 252,559 10.2% 31 7 

Teachers  118,470 124,294 4.9% 26 6 

Non-Teachers  110,768 128,265 15.8% 31 6 

Average Teacher Salary  $73,065  $70,339  −3.7% 34 10 

 

Figure 1: Inflation-Adjusted Public Education Funding (2002-2020) 

 



 

 

 

Figure 2: Public Education Enrollment and Staffing Trends (2002-2020)  

 

Overall, Pennsylvania’s NAEP score growth rankings were above average, but not among the top-performing states 

in most subjects. Notably, low-income students demonstrated impressive NAEP gains in 4th-grade reading, ranking 

5th overall in the country between 2003 and 2019. However, this growth wasn’t matched in the other three subjects, 

which ranked 15th (8th-grade math), 19th (8th-grade reading), and 21st (4th-grade math). Table 2 summarizes the 

results for low-income students along with Pennsylvania’s all-student NAEP growth scores and rankings.  

Table 2: Pennsylvania NAEP Score Growth Rankings by Subject and Student Population (2003-2019)  

 4th Grade 8th Grade 

Subject Score 
Growth  

Growth 
Rank 

2019 
Rank 

Score 
Growth  

Growth 
Rank 

2019 
Rank 

Reading (All Students) 5 12 10 0 26 18 

Math (All Students)  8 12 9 6 12 16 

Reading (Low-Income) 9 5 22 3 19 25 

Math (Low-Income)  7 21 28 8 15 35 



 

 

Recommended Policy Reforms  

Three key reforms will help improve how Basic Education Funding is allocated and used across the Keystone State.   

1. Phase-out hold harmless funding within a reasonable timeframe.  

 

In 2016, Pennsylvania’s legislature took a critical step toward improving its K-12 funding system by passing Act 35, 

which adopted the Fair Funding Formula.i This student-centered approach targets additional funding to English-

language learners, low-income students, and students with disabilities. The Fair Funding Formula promotes greater 

fairness and transparency while providing legislators with a lever for prioritizing education and how state aid is 

allocated.  

But seven years later, only about 25% of the state’s Basic Education Funding appropriation is delivered using 

Pennsylvania’s student-centered formula.ii Rather, the bulk of dollars are divvy-upped via a hold-harmless provision 

that ties education funding to 2014-2015 levels. While this policy might have helped ease the transition to a new 

funding formula, it diminishes transparency and allocates funding based on past priorities rather than current ones. 

Pennsylvania should expedite the phasing-out of hold harmless funding— as states such as California and Hawaii 

have previously done—by moving all of these dollars to the Fair Funding Formula within a reasonable timeframe. 

Policymakers can then decide how to align this funding with students’ needs.   

2. Adjust PSERS’ assumed rate of return to a more realistic level.  

 

Pennsylvania’s Public School Employees Retirement System (PSERS) has seen unparalleled levels of funding volatility 

since 2000. The plan managed to hit the trifecta of poor decision-making relating to public pensions: 1. Increased 

pension benefits without having a way to pay for the increased costs; 2. Failed to fund annual required contributions 

to the pension system; 3. Failed to hit the assumed rate of return on the plan's investments. This necessitated a few 

rounds of reforms.  

The first came in 2010, which increased the employer rate to the pension fund. This reform also reversed the benefit 

increases passed by previous legislators. The 2010 reforms helped, but ultimately had too little of an impact on the 

plan's funded trajectory.  

In 2017, the legislature made larger reforms, which included placing all new hires in a hybrid plan, and allowing for 

employee contribution rates to increase during times of poor funding. This reform also created a commission to 

study why Pennsylvania pensions are paying some of the highest fees to consultants in the country while failing to 

hit their investment targets. PSERS has also slowly dropped its assumed rate of return down to the current rate of 

7.0%, which is still above the national average of 6.88%). The assumed rate of return is the most important 

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=35


 

 

assumption in terms of its effect on a plan’s solvency, as investment returns have accounted for around 60% of all 

public pension assets over the past 30 years.  

Putting the plan's assumed rate at a lower, more realistic number would drastically decrease the chance of 

unfunded liabilities accruing in the future, but does have the near-term impact of making PSERS more expensive in 

the near term. However, due to the new plan design and employee cost-sharing, PSERS is on a far better funding 

trajectory than they were just five years ago. 

3. Adopt a statewide open enrollment policy that guarantees students access to all public schools.   

  

The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbated Pennsylvania’s declining enrollment trend: between 2020 and 2022, public 

schools lost nearly 3% of their students.iii Research suggests that parents want more agency over their K-12 

educational experiences and are increasingly choosing other options, such as private schools and homeschooling.iv 

One way to stem the tide of enrollment losses—while improving public schools—is to adopt public school open 

enrollment, which allows all students to attend any public school with available seats.  

In a recent Reason Foundation study, Public Schools without Boundaries, Pennsylvania met only one of five 

benchmarks for open enrollment best practices.v State laws guaranteeing public school students can transfer to any 

other public school with open seats would help students and districts. States such as Wisconsin, Kansas, and Arizona 

provide models for student-transfer policies that ensure students have access to public school options both across 

and within their residentially assigned school district boundaries.  

Research shows that when given the opportunity, public school students use open enrollment for various reasons, 

such as to escape bullying and access specialized programs and curricula.vi There’s also evidence that rural and urban 

school districts losing students to open enrollment respond by increasing parental engagement and improving their 

offerings to retain and attract students.vii Importantly, open enrollment enjoys strong bipartisan support, with solid 

majorities of Republican and Democratic lawmakers casting votes in favor of legislation across several states.viii  

Thank you for the opportunity to share my perspective on Pennsylvania’s school finance system. I welcome any 

questions or information requests the committee members may have.  

 
 
Aaron Smith  
Director of Education Reform, Reason Foundation  
Aaron.Smith@reason.org  
 

mailto:Aaron.Smith@reason.org


 
                                                
iPennsylvania 2016 Act 35. www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2016&sessInd=0&act=35 (26 Oct 
2023).   
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